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DON'T LET THIS ONE PASS YOU BY...
Whittier Weekend is almost here, and this year a variety of new events
have been added to the schedule for alumni, families, and friends. Walk-up
registration will be available on both Friday and Saturday. For more information, please call the Alumni
'22, or
online,
http://alumni.whittie
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ME
LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

THE MAGAZINE OF WHITTIER COLLEGE

AS I WRITE this column, I am watching news coverage of the fifth anniversary of 9/11, perhaps
the most devastating and impactful event in American history—at least, I project (and hope), in my

POET TO POET

lifetime. The period that has since followed has certainly changed the way we as Americans view the
world in which we live, and in myriad ways has shaken our complacency about the various nations
beyond our own shores. The sleeping giant has indeed awoken—though she is now engaged in an
ART DIRECTION

extended therapy session, trying to figure out this jagged new reality and its implications.
In higher education we face a similar ongoing analysis: how must American colleges and universities alter or improve their curricula and programs to produce graduates with greater understanding
of, familiarity with, and tolerance for this revised global framework. One clear way is to enhance a
study abroad program, to encourage more students to "walk in another's shoes," so to speak. But
another is to ensure that the home college campus is indeed a global microcosm, where students can

CONTRIBUTORS

Ju
Paul Gall !!P_1,
Christine,,;

find and interact with an array of perspective, experience, and true diversity in thought.

Mike K/
Fortunately, Whittier College is such a campus—a fact to which I was alerted close to two
years ago by economics professor Greg Woirol, when he approached me with a story idea to feature
some of our intrepid and impressive international students. Having now had the good fortune to
meet and interview a handful of these young persons, I can attest to their critical contributions
to the intellectual and cultural dimensions of our campus community. I can also say without
hesitation, that they made me realize in appalling degree how little I did take advantage of during
my own college years. It is my fervent hope that while you read the profiles provided of six of
our finest, you do not experience a similar, humbling revelation. (Despite my own newfound

Pa
Tracy Maple 64
Pat Putnam
Andrew Salomone
Erik Stegman '04
The Quaker Camp
PRESIDENT

deficiencies, I remain ever-grateful for the story suggestion, Prof. Woirol!)
In other news not quite so worldly, the more observant of you might have noticed a jaunty,
updated version of our Whittier College logo, which appears in this magazine on both the back

VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADVANCEMENT

cover and the Table of Contents page. No, this is not Whittier's answer to "Extreme Makeover,"
but rather the most recent outcropping of our continuing Image & Identity Project. After more
Questions? Concerns?
than two years of work and three phases, we are now undergoing a few updates to both our

DIRECTOR OF ALUMNI RELATIONS

Love it? Hate it? Then
graphic representations and primary publications. You've already witnessed the transformation of
let us know. E-mail
therock@whittier.edu
Letters are subject to
publication in a future
issue of The Rock.

The Rock, and just this last month, you may have seen a copy of our new Admission Viewbook.
Over the next year, we will also be spearheading a similar transformation of the College's website.
It is the goal in each of these efforts to more fully and accurately portray the Whittier College of

THE ROCK, Summer 2006
Volume 77, Number 1
Copyright 2006 Whittier College

today, without losing or compromising its defining values, history, and traditions, all of which
you are—and continue to be—an essential part.

The Rock is published by
Whittier College

So again, I encourage (implore) you to let me know your thoughts, your interests, your critiques, and your compliments—whether about the updated logo, the feature stories, or my
editor's page soapbox. All comments are welcome and most assuredly appreciated. After all, without
your valuable input, the College and this magazine risk those same characteristics that are now
applied to a pre-9/11 America: complacency, illusions of self, and an overall limited vision. Rather
a contradictory state for the home of the Poets, don't you agree?

Our mailing address is:
THE ROCK
Office of Communications
Whittier College
13406 Philadelphia St.
P.O. Box 634
Whittier, CA 90608
Phone (562) 907-4974
Fax (562) 907-4927
E-mail: therock@whittier.edu

Dan.akoczy
Editor
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ME
OH, THE PLACES YOU'LL GO!
ALUMNI, PARENTS, AND FRIENDS:

WHEN ASKED HOW he

both questioning and affirming one's

by a program of instruction and undertak-

became a college professor, my husband David is
fond of recalling the time

knowledge base.
Praxis has evolved into a fine art
these days on this campus, with students
having myriad ways to link coursework
to the world outside the classroom. Some
students experience its benefits while

en with specific aims, studying in another
country is unlike any tourist adventure.

when he and a dozen
other students traveled
with a very, very patient instructor from

Pittsburgh to Oaxaca, Mexico, for four
weeks of study. For a young person from a
steel-mill town in western Pennsylvania,
the opportunity to experience another culture, speak a different language, eat new
foods, and travel with others changed his
perspective and opened doors to a new
world. And, he came back convinced that
he wanted to teach Spanish language
and literature.
I had such a determinative experience in my youth as well. Having taken
many courses in psychology, including
all-important classes in statistics and
research design. I was invited to serve as
a research assistant for one of my professors, a social psychologist. As I participated first-hand in the exercise of seeing how
a compelling question is parsed into a
topic for study, how data are gathered and
analyzed, how hypotheses are subjected
to statistical testing, and how one study's
results become fodder for the next study's
hypotheses, I truly began to understand
what it meant to be a research psychologist and I knew what I wanted to do for
my life's work, so I went to graduate
school to become one.
Praxis, as we at Whittier term the
deliberate application of classroom
instruction to events and experiences far
beyond the classroom, has long been
known to solidify "book learning." and it
has so many other defining consequences. It tests career interests, builds
social and professional skill, and leads to

remaining close to campus: performing
community service at the Boys & Girls
Club in town; collecting specimens for a
biology assignment in the hills beside the
campus; interning at banks, hospitals, or
newspapers in Whittier or Los Angeles;
or—as I did—doing research with a professor in a neighborhood school.
Others go great distances. Many of
you have told me how much a study
abroad opportunity changed your life. You
talked about opening yourself up to new
experiences, overcoming fears of being far
away from home, bonding with fellow
travelers and new friends alike, and
developing a confidence and an independence that remain to this day.
As it did for my husband, even a
relatively short trip to a distant land can
do wonders, and current Whittier students
enjoy an array of options for brief international visits as part of courses offered
during the January Interim Session (or
"Jan Term," as students refer to it). Today,
Poets may roam through Rome's stunning
architecture with art professor Ria
O'Foghludha, meet with heads of multinational corporations in Mexico and
Argentina with business professor Dan
Duran, or witness first-hand the historymaking election of Chile's first female
president, as political science professor
Deborah Norden's students did last
January (see The Rock, Spring 2005). In

Poets like to quote our very own
poet, John Greenleaf Whittier. Pardon
me, then, for quoting another famous
poet, T.S. Eliot: "We shall not cease from
exploration. And the end of all our
exploring will be to arrive where we
started, and know the place for the first
time." Whittier's commitment to praxis is
the embodiment of this exploration.
Fortunately, generations of Whittier students have encountered faculty who cultivated and nourished these experiences,
through foundational work in their classrooms and a determination that students
make connections outside their classroom walls.
Enjoy reading this issue of The Rock
and hearing about a few students' adventures in learning through praxis. Then
please write )president@whittier.edu),
and tell me about your own adventures
applying what your learned in the classroom beyond the boundaries of campus.
I am eager to hear how such experiences
opened new worlds for you, and I will
use your stories to inform and inspire
today's students.
Sincerely yours.

Sharon D. Herzberger
President

every case and for whatever length of
time, when complemented and propelled
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GRADU-TAINMENT
ALUMNUS SPEAKEISREMARKS DELIVER LAUGHS, SAGE SUGGESTIONS

I
I

But first, the bad news. It was only

At some point, within the next hour,

a few minutes ago that I realized that

look around, take a deep breath, and

Dr. Herzberger had said that I had three

earnestly try to imprint the images, sights,

to five minutes, and not 35 minutes. So,

sounds, and feelings of this day in your

I think some of you might be familiar with

soul. It will sustain you.

Cliff's Notes? This is the Cliff's Notes version.
IN,
-At some point in the next 24 hours,

I

(Walker begins to thumb through the pages)

make sure to thank those who helped you
arrive at this moment who could not be

Lets ... see I grew up in South Central
here. It will humble you.
L.A., I was a kind of a different kid.. .again,
in the interest of time, just think "Boys n
the Hood" meets "Napoleon Dynamite."
[),irrvL \V,iLker '62

...At

,,)

some point within the
next month, do something that

scares the bejesus out of you.

What else do we have.. .this is great

10,At some point in the next week, sit
back and Listen to "Round Midnight" with
Miles Davis and John Coltrane, Steely Dan's

stuff here, believe me ... I arrive at Whittier

"Babylon Sisters," Aaron Copland's "Morning

College in 1972, Watergate hearings, Nixon

on the Ranch," and any broadcast voiced by

resignation.. .great theater, just again, think

Vin Scully. Genius always envigorates.

"West Wing" on crack. The Oxford years,
'At some point within the next month, do
mine was the last all-male Rhodes class.
something that scares the bejesus out of
Eight long days traveling from New York to
you—and do it regularly. It's a good thing.
South Hampton by sea, 32 guys.. You want

At Whittier's 103rd Commencement 27

to think "Brokeback"—but don't.

master of arts candidates and 248 bachelor

00, At some point within the next 12 months,
read John Dos Passos "USA" trilogy, the

(Walker shuffles more pages)
brilliant, semi-fictional history of the United

of arts candidates attentively listened to the
words of honored speaker Darryl Wolker, an
alumnus of the Class of 1962, and current

This is the segue. In his most famous
work "Snow Bound," John Greenleaf Whittier

executive vice president for business affairs

wrote of a family's efforts to survive a bitter

at Black Entertainment Television. An excerpt

winter storm, by sequestering themselves

of Walker's speech appears below.

in a ramshackle house, passing the time

States. And remember that the truth is
always stranger.
10,At some point within the next five years,
pick up the tab for the person in front of
you in the checkout line, or the cops in the

huddled by a fire, reading the Almanac, and

café in the booth next to you, or slip a

Listening to the tales of the elders ... Finally
homeless guy a fifty instead of a buck. We
I HAVE SOME GOOD NEWS and some

the day came when the blizzard had passed
are all one.

bad news. The good news is, when Pres.

and the family could come out of their

Herzberger honored me by asking me to

enforced hibernation. Whittier wrote:

participate in this years' Commencement
ceremony, I was so inspired that looking
back on what's now 30 years since I sat in
your seat, I was motivated to try to glean
from those three decades my successes,
my failures, lessons and insights that I

We felt the stir of hall and street,
getting fired. Reinvention is a blessing.
The pulse of life that round us beat;
The chill embargo of the snow

4

At some point within the next 20 years,

Was melted in the genial glow;

look in the mirror and see your parents.

Wide swung again our ice-locked door,

And be glad.

And all the world was ours once more!

will now pass on to you that will provide
a roadmap—a guaranteed roadmap—to

At some point within the next 10 years,
change careers, preferably as a result of

For you Class of 2006, today the door

your success, riches, fame, extraordinary

swings open and all the world is yours for

Lives. See, I do have all the answers. And

the taking. As you embark on your journeys,

I'm going to pass them to you.

your adventures, permit me a few suggestions:

10, At some point within the next 30 years,
give a speech at your alma mater—just
don't take the whole 35 minutes.
CONGRATULATIONS, GOOD LUCK,
GOD BLESS YOU ALL.

>> IN THE ANNUAL PRINCETON REVIEW OF BEST COLLEGES, WHITTIER STUAJLJITS
EXTOLLED THE FACULTY, THE LIBRARY AND COMPUTER LAB, C.A.S., AND THE
DIVERSE STUDENT POPULATION.

-I
LASS OF 2006
AGERLY JOINS "THE RAT RACE"

ONLY A FEW
MONTHS PAST
GRADUATION and

GETTING TO KNOW YOU...
NEW POETS ARE ECLECTIC & ELECTRIC MIX

Members of the Class of 2010 will certainly leave their mark on Whittier over
the course of the next four years; after all, they entered our campus with several
impressive credits already. A few things to consider about our incoming freshmen:

the Class of 2006 is
already in the

THEY ARE HIGH-ACHIEVERS. 30

are in the National Honor Society, while 33

those earned

are part of the California Scholarship Federation. Six are Eagle Scouts and three are
Girl Scout Gold Awardees. One student already bilingual in English and Spanish is

degrees to work.

currently studying Russian, Arabic. and Chinese.

trenches, putting

According to the Office of Career Services' annual
!raduate survey, Whittier's most recent crop of alumni
ave signed on with international and domestic service
!roups, including the Peace Corps and AmeriCorps; with
ational nonprofits like the I Have A Dream Foundation;
:nd with public affairs companies such as Diverse
trategies for Organization. Others fearlessly jumped

THEY ARE DEDICATED TO SERVICE AND HELPING THOSE IN NEED. Nine

students participated in home-building programs in the U.S. or foreign countries;
one founded a tutoring organization for bilingual fifth and sixth graders in math and
reading; one served as an intern for Miami's Senator Bill Nelson; and one dressed
as Superman for Halloween and collected donations for the Christopher Reeve
Paralysis Foundation.

nto the "cutthroat" corporate world, securing positions

THEY ARE EXPERIENCED AND COMPETITIVE ATHLETES. One

student is listed

ith such brand name businesses as Wells Fargo and
he Walt Disney Company.

in the U.S. Equestrian's National Top 10; one danced for both the Boston Ballet
Company and Russian Academy of Ballet, while another performed with the Portland

Some have preferred to stick close to home for
heir professional pursuits—one grad reports gainful

Ballet; two ran the Los Angeles Marathon.

mployment with the Los Angeles Dodgers—while oth-

'THEY'VE CONTRIBUTED TO THE CULTURAL ARTS SCENE IN MAJOR U.S.
rs have pursued more exotic locales, such as Costa
ica, where at least one Poet will be in picturesque resdence at the Monteverde Friends' School.

CITIES. One musician played in the New Orleans Jazz Festival; one photographer
exhibited at the Seattle Arts Museum, while one ceramicist earned honorable

mention in the Boston Globe Art Show.

Fascinated by cutting edge companies, one advenurous alumna parlayed an internship into steady work
ith fast-growing organization HD Expo, whose specialzed niche tackles rapid changes in high-definition

THEY ARE ALREADY IN BUSINESS FOR THEMSELVES. One

student is co-founder

of an alternative record label in Seattle; along with his sibling, one student acquired
and is the owner of a number of pay-parking lots.

;udio and visual technology for powerhouse players
.uch as Sony and Panasonic. Another seized a chance
o work for Edwards Lifesciences, a global force in the
omplex and progressive field of biotechnology in the
reatment of cardiovascular diseases.
But not all have said goodbye to the scholastic
ife; not surprisingly, several new alumni have opted for

THEY ARE ACCOMPLISHED AUTHORS. One

is a winner of the annual California

Young Playwrights Contest, another is the local, state, and regional winner of the
Daughters of the American Revolution National Essay Contest. After taking first prize
in poetry from the Armenian Allied Arts Association, one student was recognized by
President George W. Bush for the original verse, "America: September 11, 2001," and
asked to recite the work at an event in Washington, D.C.

return to the classroom, pursuing advanced degrees
n medicine, the arts, business, education, and social
.ciences at top institutions such as Stanford University
school of Medicine, the Drucker School of Management

THEY ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT ANIMALS. One

student assisted in starting a

marine biology research center; one has fed and raised orphaned fawns; another
has helped baby turtles to the sea in Ocean Isle.

;t Claremont Graduate University, University of
outhern California, Boston University, the Fashion
chool in London—and, of course, Whittier College.

THEY'VE BEEN ON "LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN." As

a finalist in the

annual Piedmont Bird Calling Contest, one student delivered his award-winning Tiger
Heron call while a guest on the iconic TV show. When asked about his future plans,
the student replied he was planning to attend Whittier College. And so he now is.

>> IN

THE RECENT U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT COLLEGE RANKINGS, WHITTIER TOOK HONORS
IN THE CATEGORY OF DIVERSITY, PLACING FOURTH AMONG ALL LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES.
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ATTENTION
ON RETENTION
NEW ASSISTANT DEAN,
MASTER'S HOUSE TO FOCUS ON
FIRST-YEAR PROGRAMMING

Two College initiatives are underway this faLL,
focusing on the specialized niche of firstyear programming, which addresses student
engagement and interaction at the academic,

STATS: THE PRESIDENT'S
FRESHMAN YEAR
SHE'S BEEN CHARACTERIZED BY MANY as bo
unfailingly energetic and practically omnipresent.
Looking back over President Sharon Herzberger's
freshman year, the assessment seems more than
accurate. Since her starting date on campus of
uly 1, 2005, she has:

ended, hosted, or served as honored guest speaker MORE THAN 180
CAMPUS EVENTS om concerts to lectures to athletic games to receptions—
y one event every other day of the year.

social, and residential levels. Since the highest attrition risk surfaces between the first
and second years of college, the target is to
ensure that each student's initial experience
is fulfilling yet challenging enough to ensure
retention—not just for the next year, but

esided ove .12 HONOR, INDUCTION, OR AWARDS CEREMONIES t the
dergraduate and law school campuses
Led close to "MORNING WALKS WITH THE PRESIDE W on a route
through the Whither campus, up and down hills, and around the campus
perimeter, covering a total of about 60 miles on foot.

through degree completion.

Laveled upwards of

(not on foot) to visit with alumni, current

students, parents, and
Attended or spoke
including those
held by religious org
ernational and
community service groups, as well as educational associations.
presented Whittier College at both the national and regional level
cipation in
WORKS !.' held by key college and university consortia, national advocacy
organizations, and indus
rsonally met w
A
CLOSE TO HOLMES.

SEC.

THREE U.S. CONGRESSMEN, ONE FORMER

. 'TE, ONE CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLYMAN, ONE

First, in early August the College hap-

Serving as Johnson House's

pily added Lisa Harris Bortman to its staff

faculty-in-residence,

roster. Bortman, a transplant from Lasell

Professor of Theatre

College in Boston, will serve as Whittier's

Jennifer Holmes talks to

assistant dean for first-year programs and

parents of new students

assessment. In addition to experience in

about the coming year's

both senior administrative and faculty posts,

LOS ANGELES COUNTY SUPERVISOLANDJW FELLOW. SQUTiWRN

CALIFORNIA COLLEGE PRESIDENT in addition to the countless alumni,

onors, prospective students, current students, current parents, faculty, coaches,
and staff who comprise the extended Whittier College family.

programming geared

Bortman has a solid history in this field.

oped the first-year program and at whose

In the interim, the house had been utilized

toward the first-year

At Lasell, she directed the college's first-

recommendation earlier this year a full-time

by several professors to sponsor events and

experience.

year program and had oversight of related

position was created.

guest lectures in their fields of interest,

programs in academic advising, undeclared
majors, and academic assessment.

The second initiative in progress is a

but this year much of the planned scholastic

pilot program, allocating Johnson Faculty

and social programming will be geared

Master House as an official "first-year

toward enriching the Class of 2010's inaugural

student population needs, Bortman is work-

experience" space. Johnson House, which is

college year. Jennifer Holmes, associate

ing closely with the College's Student

physically connected to Johnson Residence

professor of theatre and communication arts,

To fully address Whittier's particular

Experience and Retention Committee, a group

Hall, has Lacked an on-site occupant since

will serve as faculty-in-residence, contributing

that, along with appointed faculty and

Last year's move of Faculty Master Tony

to the expansion of first-year programming.

administrators, previously directed and devel-

Barnstone to neighboring Garrett House.

>> THE QUAKER CAMPUS STUDENT NEWSPAPER BEGAN IN FALL OF 1914

SPIRIT CAMPAIGN ELICITS
RAMPANT "FEAR"

T WHAT
RICE FAME?
TOYOTA

"

C,

few months later, the FTP tops were flying
off the racks, and Centonze was having
difficulty keeping the bookstore stocked.
It seems that a certain Whittier professor mentioned the be-sloganed
T-shirt to a friend.. .who just happened
to maintain a public weblog. One
Internet mention and several hits later,
this simple tee is now in high demand—
so much so that the last two full
shipments that came in to the Whittier
location almost immediately were
turned around and mailed out to fulfill
orders placed online. Orders, not
requested by Whittier Poets, per se, but
rather by the writers of poetry from
locations around the country.
Today, the bookstore continues to
offer the tee when able; as Centonze
notes, the hooded sweatshirt version (at
slightly higher cost) seems to attract
slightly less interest, but nonetheless
remains one of the more popular items
sold. Likewise, the College has begun
proceedings to officially trademark our
Poet slogan lest a rogue writer-slashmaker of T-shirts try to copy us.

After all, we fully stand firm that Not
Everyone Can Be A Poet.. which, actually,
is our latest sloganed-tee, now available—
you guessed it—in the campus bookstore.

HIS NAME CALLED OVER THE LOUDSPEAKER, Joe

Price

I ALL FEAR, NO LOATHING.

Student models Josefina
Campos '08 and Kathleen
Repine '07 dare you to
mess with the Poets.

Paul Gallaher 'O

IT SEEMED INNOCENT ENOUGH, this
idea by Julia Martinez '08 to present the
much-maligned Poet mascot in a different light. But it's now grown to fearsome proportions.
Early last fall Martinez proposed to
campus bookstore manager J.T. Centonze
the idea for a simple retail campaign:
"Fear the Poet." The idea had come from
her father, a fan of a similar campaign at
University of Maryland (apparently, the
Martinez' immediately made a connection
between our erstwhile Johnny P. and
Maryland's terrapin). Centonze agreed to
work with his suppliers to create and sell
a simple grey tee-shirt sporting the slogan
in purple block letters.
Meanwhile, David Stein '08 caught
wind of the deal, and immediately put
the slogan to work for his campus project:
to market and promote support for the
Poet football squad in an effort to divest
the campus of its general sports-apathy.
"Fear the Poet" seemed an appropriate
sentiment to ramp up excitement.
The tee's initial retail run generated
a passable amount of sales. But only a

hit about 20 stadiums of note, including Wrigley Field and

The stands, crowded with Giants fans, thunder loudly as

Comiskey Park in Chicago, AT&T and Candlestick Parks—

several thousand respectfully rise to their feet en masse.

back when it was still called Candlestick—in San Francisco,

It's pretty much the kind of attention Price receives

Safeco Field in Seattle, Minute Maid Park in Houston, and,

when walking into his Whittier classes, but for a slightly

SAFEWAY

Profesn Joseph Price,

every major ballpark in the country. To date, Price has

steps out onto the field at San Francisco's AT&T Park.

of course, Dodger Stadium and Edison Field here in the

different reason. At Whittier, Religious Studies Professor

Los Angeles area, to name only a few; he has also sung

Price is dispensing philosophies and wisdom of the ages.

at the National Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown.

On the field, this not-so-average Joe is belting out the

According to his records (which list every park,

National Anthem just before the start of a Major League

game, score, and number of attendees), he has performed

Baseball game.

in front of roughly 843,900 people, including the 60,000+

And for him, it's just a hobby.

fans who showed up to witness Nolan Ryan's historic

Price has the unique distinction of having sung the

final victory in 1993, during a Texas-Cleveland game in

National Anthem for baseball's big leagues just about 35

Ohio's Municipal Stadium.

times since 1977, the year he began his quest to sing at

>> THE ROCK OFFICIALLY BEGAN IN 1944 AS A MONTHLY, FOUR-PAGE
PAMPHLET SENT TO ALL ALUMNI.
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FREE FALLING. Grant momentarily

ACHIEVING A MOUNTAIN HIGH

takes to the skies while practicing
few gravity-defying boarding feats

SNOWBOARDER KYLE GRANT '02 IS RIDING THE SKIES

30 days a year at Mt. Bachelor. As a result,

KYLE GRANT'S LIFE

I got comfortable being in deep snow

constantly progressing. Each day of training,

irrevocably changed; he

and the backcountry."

I hit the slopes for 2.5 to 3.5 hours straight,

made the jump from rec-

KYLE GRANT '07

At the pro level, the snowboarding sea-

averaging about 20 runs—that's about as

reational to professional

son never truly ends; boarders just ride fewer

much as a typical skier/rider would expect in

snowboarder. He now

days per month. And with the sport's rise in

a full day. Two to three days a week we shoot

officially rides for Mountain

popularity, there are an increasing number

film, so returning home those nights I spend

High Resort in Wrightwood,

of venues—exhibitions, contests, games, and

time analyzing my technique and form.

Located about an hour

formal competitions—in which athletes can

"I'm a perfectionist when it comes to

away from the Whittier

participate all year long. Currently, Grant's

style," he adds. "It's just no good unless

campus, and has a host

events include slope style, which consists

the trick is performed immaculately."

of corporate sponsors helping
A

It's all about keeping your skills up and

LAST DECEMBER,

of jumps and rails inside what's known as a

In the year ahead, while maintaining

to catapult his love of the sport into a

park, and boarder cross, one of the Olympic

a full academic schedule, this former Poet

bona fide athletic career.

disciplines which combines downhill racing

Lacrosse athlete plans an ambitious com-

with jumps and banked slalom. He also per-

petitive schedule. In addition to all slope

"When I started 15 years ago," he
recalls, "snowboarding was in its infancy

forms in several "rail jams," contests held

style events held at Mountain High, includ-

and was not yet widely accepted, But I've

in urban areas.

ing the $25K Kawasaki Triple Air (billed as
"the richest one-day snowboarding event in

evolved with the sport, which is why I think

"On any given month from November

my snowboarding style is unique—my roots

to April, I'm riding 22 days or more," says

come from big mountain and freestyle riding.

Grant, describing the required level of com-

number of U.S. Amateur Snowboarding

I started in my home state of Oregon, and

mitment, "but during spring and summer

Association's border cross events in a bid

until this past season, was riding at least

I'm lucky if I average five days per month.

for a spot at nationals. He'll also compete

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER

the country"), Grant will participate in a

I

WHITTIER FACULTY GIVE PROFESSIONAL BOOST TO STUDENTS, RECENT GRAD

PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE MIKE

HCR

MCBRIDE TRAVELED to Geneva last summer

UNICEF, UNHCR, the World Food Programme,

to represent the Office of the United Nations

and other prominent UN organizations. Upon

High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

completing her summer internship, Cole, a

at the 2006 substantive session of the UN's

major in political science and French, traveled

Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).

to her next European location—a study

Joining McBride in Geneva was Whittier

abroad program in Strasbourg, France.

student Lesley Cole '08, who, with McBride's
A
LESLIE COLE '08

8

several prime ministers and the heads of

One scholar-artist busy with "the

season—productions of A /4rdsnrrrrrrrer Nig/nl's
Dreanrr and Othello—both of winch were

help, was able to secure an internship with

boards" this summer was Professor of

performed on the oLntdoor stage in Kingsarenr
Park, located in Thousand Oaks, CA.

UNHCR. Cole's role was to help cover the

Theatre Brian Reed. Hired by the Kingsmen

ECOSOC meetings and prepare summanes for

Shakespeare Company (KSC), scenic designer

the Office; while there, she also had the

Reed conceived and created the sets for

Whittier alumna Shing Khor '05. Khor was

opportunity to participate in meetings with

the company's tenth anniversary festival

hired by Reed to build his scenic model, arid

Working as assistant scenic designer was

>> IN 1971 THE CAMPUS INN ABOLISHED ITS STUDENT DRESS-CODE, WHICH HAD
PREVIOUSLY IMPOSED "NO SHORTS OR PANTSUITS" FOR WOMEN AND REQUIRED
"SUNDAY-DINNER JACKETS" FOR MEN.

-I
SNOW JAM DELIVERS
WINTER WONDERLAND

... IN

MAY?

in the Chevrolet U.S. Grand Prix—an event
which may earn him a shot at this season's
ESPN Winter X-Games.
And what of the 2010 Olympics in

to work toward over the next few years.
"In snowboarding, I've found something

WE BE JAMMIN
The Snow Jam event
was organized to
Photos by Paul C

Whistler, British Columbia? A long shot,
judges Grant, but one he nonetheless plans

increase attention

totally fulfilling," he asserts, with a true

toward Whittier's Ski

competitor's mix of confidence, passion, and

and Snowboard Club

drive. "And I'm going to go for it, 100%."

as well as highlight
nearby recreational

ON A BALMY DAY IN EARLY MAY, the

Grant's regular sponsors(, the Snow Jam

opportunities.

Upper Quad masqueraded as a veritable

was planned and produced in a period of

and a minor in sociology, Grant is a member

snow resort. While students lounged in

three weeks—"thrown together and totally

of the College Ski and Snowboarding Club.

tank tops and flip flops, 10 tons of man-

grassroots," according to Grant.

A business major with a marketing focus

made snow were piped in outside of
Platner Hall, and a full snowboarding rail

Whittier set up and overall event,

was constructed in preparation for the

representatives from Rockstar are now

day's exhibition and contests. Throughout,

currently in talks with Grant and Forest

rock bands played while pro boarders took

for a repeat show in 2007.

competitive runs—smack dab in the middle
El. Reed's symmetrical design for
to" delivers the illusion of interior and
nge of motion and staging for the outdoor
mances. Tavate is the lone figure standing
upper floor, stage right.

of Whittier's otherwise verdant campus.

quently was hired by the festival as
ic artist for the production of Othello.
t student Napoleon Tavale '07 also
s foot in the door with KSC; he won an
apprenticeship that had him performmar roles and understudying the title
Othello. Thanks to Reed, the matchup
ale and Shakespeare's famous Moor was
rat for KSC casting director Michael
earlier this year, Reed had ensured
attended Whittier's own production
ella—featuring Tavale.

Particularly impressed with the

SNOW, MAN. Ten tons of

manmade snow were piped
in courtesy of Rockstar
Energy Drinks.

"They're interested in bringing in
100 tons of snow for next year, versus

The event, billed as

the 10 tons we had this year," says

"Whittier College Snow Jam,"

Grant, commenting on the plan-in-

was the work of student organ-

progress. "We will look to cover the

izers and boarding athletes

entire right side of the hill coming down

Kyle Grant '07 and David

from Wardman Hall, adding more rails

Forest '07, two members of the

and boxes as well as a 30 foot jump. I

College's Ski and Snowboard

want to run this as a slope style event

Club. Their goal was to increase

with multiple lines that make up a run.

awareness of all the outdoor

We're also considering a morning con-

recreational opportunities avail-

test for students, with the top three

able to students here in

advancing to compete against the pros in

California, and raise visibility for the Ski

the main event. We also will work to

and Snowboard Club, which they hope to

bring in more vendors and sponsors in

revamp over the next year. Headlined by

order to offer more entertainment and

Grant's managers, Goldenstate, Ltd., and

product giveaways. Basically, you can

sponsored by Rockstar Energy Drinks,

count on next year's Snow Jam as bigger,

Odwalla Juices, Smart and Vitamin Water,

better, and more community-oriented."

and Never Satisfied Productions (some of

>> ON JANUARY 11, 1949, THREE INCHES OF SNOW FELL ON THE WHITTIER
CAMPUS, A FEAT OF NATURE THAT HAS YET TO BE REPEATED.
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Me
MASTER OF THE HOUSE
HARTLEY'S NEWEST RESIDENT ADVOCATES LIVING 'THE GOOD LIFE"

of normal administrative and teaching
tasks, the faculty master is responsible
for planning and producing multiple

THE MOVING VAN HAS come and gone,
the pictures are all hung and knickknacks
displayed in organized fashion, and,
though there might still be a few packing
peanuts hiding in corners, Hartley House's
latest resident, Assistant Professor of
Kinesiology and Leisure Science Trish van
Oosbree, is already up and running—literally—in her new position as faculty master.
Since assuming the role a little less
than two months past, she has already
hosted a number of gatherings and
passionately discussed her chosen
programming theme—holistic health
and well-being—with students, families, alumni, and others in the Whittier
campus and community-at-large.

events throughout the academic year that
will appeal to students, alumni, fellow
faculty, and the community at large; to
strategically market, publicize, and assess
these programs; and to ensure balance in
the quality and type of speaker and event
offered. Additionally, the faculty master's
home is not wholly deemed as personal
space; it remains by definition a College
building, and therefore is subject to
occasional invasion by student groups or
alumni organizations seeking a site for a
reception, reunion, or other special affair
(though the master is allowed the right

A satisfying schedule, though both
mentally and physically exhausting; but
then again, that's the living embodiment
of her goal.
Competition for an open faculty master
seat is tough. Tenure as a master is two
or more years, and the title comes with
both an on-campus house and the
chance to fully explore a particular
theme or subject matter, selected at the
discretion of the master. But this assignment is not for the weak of heart; on top

to approve or deny the request).
Over the last few years, all three master
positions have remained filled. So, when
Doreen O'Connor-Gomez stepped down
from Hartley House at the conclusion of the
2005-06 academic year, faculty members
lined up to vie for the opportunity, among
them Van Oosbree.
Her winning proposal outlined a comprehensive exploration of the topic of holistic health and well-being coupled with the
integration of science and society—a critical

HOUSE CALLS.
Hartley House,
Located at the top
of Earlham Drive, is
just across the road
from the Graham
Athletics Center—
perfectly situated
for Faculty Master
Trish Van Oosbree's
programming theme
of holistic health
and well-being.

theme, she points out, and one that Whittier
has not truly confronted in recent memory,
despite its considerable relevance to a
liberal arts college community.
"Young people today are assaulted by
societal messages about their appearance
and behavior, some of which are indeed
detrimental to their physical, spiritual,
emotional, social, and intellectual wellbeing" she argued. "My vision is to invite
speakers who have contributed to changing the way society looks at things, but
have been transformed themselves by
participating in the process."
Building on this course, Van Oosbree's
list of prospective speakers ranges from an
Olympic athlete to a former U.S. President
and First Lady, from a medical anthropologist to a nutritionist serving both an NFL
team and ballet company. And she hopes
to engage them all, demonstrating the
incredible breadth of professions and
significant leadership that have shaped
this bourgeoning field of study.
Of course Van Oosbree's strategic
execution of this mind-body theme is
not limited to passive events such as
lectures and panels. Equally determined
to promote regular, physical activity to
students, she is planning, among other
ideas, a series of recreational hiking or
cycling trips through various Los Angeles
destinations. As she puts it: "Every student should experience and understand
the integration of both intellectual and
corporeal practices that establish the
core foundation of living 'the good life'."
And if Van Oosbree has anything
to say about it, it won't be just students,
but every member of the Whittier
College community who will come to
enjoy her master-ful implementation of
la dolce vita.

>> EVENT CALENDARS FOR HARTLEY, GARRETT, AND JOHNSON HOUSES
CAN BE FOUND ONLINE AT WWW.WHITTIER.EDU

FROM
B ROADOAKS
TO BROADWAY

IN RETROSPECT
HOW MY INTERNSHIP BECAME AN EXERCISE
IN WHAT—AND WHAT NOT—TO DO

LAST SUMMER I WAS PRIVILEGED to obtain

Angeles. I am now in

an internship with Amnesty International.

my first month of

As a Whittier Scholar, much of my academic

work at a non-profit

interest had human rights issues at its

dedicated to Literacy.

periphery, so I had my heart set on working
for a human rights organization.
The Amnesty internship was highly
competitive, but I was able to get it

It is still important for me to believe
in what I do. The Ameri Corps *VISTA branch

ttIII19Iflht)

By Christine Hill '06

A

CHRISTINE HILL '06

is dedicated to solving some of the root
problems of poverty in America, and EVERY-

because I applied early—and when I say

BODY WINS! is focused on improving

early, I mean early! Several months before

Literacy among "at-risk" children attending

Amnesty's summer program was due to

Title I schools in Los Angeles County. My job

AS PART OF

begin, I submitted my cover Letter and

title is development and publicity coordina-

ITS CENTENNIAL

resume. I was able to secure an interview

tor; my assignment includes grant writing,

CELEBRATION,

WORKING WITH MORE THAN 100

and was accepted on the spot three months

publicity, and event planning. But more

Broadoaks will sponsor

STUDENTS participating in Broadoaks'

before I would start working. My assign-

than that, I am doing research. What

"Beyond Valuing

Summer Music and Theatre Academy,

ment involved special projects and the

makes me excited is that this position is

Diversity," a sympo-

Whittier professors Jennifer Holmes,

usual intern duties: answering phones,

almost perfect for me; these are all talents

sium in February 2007

Stephen Cook, and Danny Lozano

sending out mailings, etc. Occasionally,

and tasks I have done before.

featuring leading

produced The City

the deputy director asked me to do

What my internship taught me was

of Cheim, a

musical

scholars promoting

based on Yiddish folklore depicting

research for him on various human rights

much more than how to organize a program

equity and social

the town of Chelm, the "city of

topics and write briefs outlining major

or create a brief; it taught me what kind of

justice for youth in

silly brains."

points and highlighting significant facts.

job would make me happy. And now, I have

multicultural societies.

I derived real enjoyment from creating

that job.

those briefs, which revealed to me what

for everybody when many types of

I was most passionate about: research.
For the most part I enjoyed working
for Amnesty. The people were great, I was

people live in the same community,"

WINNER!

working for a cause I believed in, and I was

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY LAURA MCENANEY walked
away with the 2006 Harry W. Nerhood Award for excellence in

getting insight into the world of non-profits

teaching. Nominated and voted on by her peers and students, McEnaney
received her medal at the May Honors Convocation Ceremony.

and human rights. The only snag was I didn't

"Cheim is a humorous tale that
underscores the lesson that it is good

explains director and choreographer
Holmes, who also adapted the story
for stage. "Additionally, the experience these students had—so many
working together toward a common

really enjoy the daily ins and outs of grass-

goal over a four-week span—teaches

roots organizing. Instead, the most pleasure I

the importance of cooperation,

found was in doing research. I discovered

collaboration, and being part of a

it isn't enough for me to work at a big name

creative community."

organization and to believe in its cause;
I also need to enjoy the work I am doing.
The Lessons learned from this experi-

Original music and lyrics for The
City

of Cheim

were created by Cook,

who, along with Lozano, handled the

ence proved valuable after graduation.

production's musical direction. The

When it came time to apply for jobs, I

one-night only performance took

applied early to the AmeriCorps programs

place in the Shannon Center and was

most interesting to me and was offered a

universally lauded by the unbiased

position with EVERYBODY WINS! Los

audience of family and friends.

>> "IF YOU TAKE A STUDENT AND DON'T STIR HIM UP ONE WAY OR ANOTHER,
YOU'RE NOT DOING YOUR JOB." -HARRY NERHOOD.
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V IMPROVING SPACES. During Helping Hands Day 2006,

ma

two students take up brushes, rollers, and cans of paint
to spruce up a few campus areas needing attention.

ROCK TALK
Kinesiology and theatre major MIKE

ROBERTSON '07 humorously defends his
chosen field of study in a Quaker Campus
(QC) guest column.
"I'VE NEVER HEARD ANYONE GIVE

A SATISFACTORY EXPLANATION FOR
WHY THEY HATE KINESIOLOGY [AS
A MAJOR] ... I IMAGINE THIS ATTITUDE
IS PRIMARILY HELD BY STUDENTS
WHO WERE DODGEBALL TARGETS IN
GYM CLASS."

In a letter to the QC editor, CLINT SWIFT '07
STRINGS ATTACHED. Eydie Aguilar '08 performs
Bach's Courante during the 69th Johann
Sebastian Bach Festival at Whittier College.

seriously questions the minimal requirement
for membership in the political science honor
society—a B minus, or 2.8 grade point
average—a standard Swift argues is too low

MARK BADE '07 gives a positive review of the
QC Sports Editor DAN CASTILLO '09 takes on

to reflect a competitive honors status.

Sachsen Society's successful "Psychedelic
the dearth of student school spirit toward
Circus," an event held at The Club that
the Poet athletic program, citing the confeatured a half dozen student bands pertinuous—and often unappreciated—hard
forming original music in a variety of styles,
work undertaken by those competing in the
with a mellow, adjoining beer garden that
21 sports teams.
attracted a well-behaved, over-21 set.
"REMEMBER WHEN YOU ARE SITTING
"THE MATURITY OF THE ENTIRE

"THERE IS NO BETTER SYMBOL OF
MEDIOCRITY THAN THE B MINUS.
IT SITS RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF
THE ALPHABETIZED GRADE SCALE,
TEETERING INDECISIVELY BETWEEN
ACHIEVEMENT AND ACADEMIC

IN YOUR DORM ROOM LOUNGING

PROBATION ... HOWEVER, IT IS NOT

AROUND, [STUDENT ATHLETES] ARE

[SYMBOLIC OF] SUCCESS IN ITSELF."

OCCASION WAS SOMETHING THAT WAS
VERY TELLING ABOUT THE MAJORITY
BUSTING THEIR BEHINDS BY SWIMMING
OF THE STUDENT BODY... [IT] PROVES
LAPS, LIFTING WEIGHTS, GOING OUT

TRISH VAN OOSBREE, assistant professor of

FOR A PASS, OR TAKING GROUND

kinesiology and former faculty chair, gives

BALLS. THE ATHLETES WORK HARD TO

the 2006 graduating class a reality check.

THAT STUDENTS CAN MIX FUN WITH

INTELLECTUAL EXPRESSION."
WEAR THE POETS JERSEY ... SO LET'S

ULA HOOPLA. Napoleon Tavale '07
d fellow members of the Asian Pacific
landers Club perform a traditional dance
the annual Hawaiian Luau.

SHOW THEM A LITTLE MORE RESPECT."

"LOOKING AT YOUR WORLD AND
DETERMINING HOW IT NEEDS TO
CHANGE IS A TOUGH, EXHAUSTING,
FRUSTRATING, EMOTIONALLY DRAINING UPHILL BATTLE—MUCH LIKE
THE EXPERIENCE YOUR PARENTS HAVE

ENDURED THE LAST FOUR YEARS."

Slogan on the sign carried by a student
protestor during Wal-Mart's participation
in the campus Career Services event,

SPEED DATING WITH EMPLOYERS. In all,
close to 30 students gathered to protest
the retail giant's business practices.
"PRICES SO LOW, THEY
POET ON POETRY ACTION. Celebrated

HURT EVERYONE."

American author Marvin Bell shares some of

12

his work with attendees at the Whittier
College Writers' Conference.

>> ON AVERAGE, THE RUTH B. SHANNON CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS PRODUCES
85 FULL PUBLIC EVENTS AND HOSTS MORE THAN 16,300 VISITORS PER YEAR.

10.

SLAM DUNK. During Diverse
Identities Week's Poetry Slam,
Georgia Faye Hirsty '08 showed her
creative side onstage at The Club.

In a QC interview, SHAINA GU '06 reflects
on her Spring Break experience in Katrinaravaged New Orleans. Gu was among the 55
Whittier students and two faculty members

SAMANTHA CRANDALL '06, senior class
who traveled to the area to help in the
speaker, gives words of encouragement to her
clean-up and rebuilding.
fellow graduates during Commencement 2006.

"ONE MINUTE, I'D FEEL LIKE I WAS
"I'M GOING SOMEWHERE WHERE, AS

MAKING A HUGE DIFFERENCE ...THEN

A

YET, NO PATH HAS BEEN BUILT. AND

WORK OF ART. During

I HAVE A SUSPICION THAT OTHERS

the spring Children's

HERE TODAY WANT TO PAVE THEIR

Literature Conference,

OWN WAY AS WELL. IN THE END,

sponsored annually by

ALL THESE PATHS WILL LEAD US TO

the Department of

CHANGE.... BE ACTIVE IN YOUR

Education and Child

[I'D] LOOK DOWN THE STREET AT
100 MORE HOUSES THAT HADN'T
BEEN TOUCHED, AND JUST GET THIS
FEELING OF HOPELESSNESS."

ADRIANNA ESPARZA '07, choir assistant and
PASSIONS, NO MATTER WHAT YOUR

Development, students

DRIVE MAY BE, BE ACTIVE; MAKE A

gifted children's author

DIFFERENCE ...DON'T GIVE UP. PUT

Zilpha Keatley Snyder '48

ON YOUR HIKING SHOES AND GET

with a quilt they created.

business manager, recalls the pinnacle of this
'
GIRL. With a stage and not sand underneath her
helsea Runco '07 nonetheless performs a spirited
part of the 25th Annual Asian Night program.

year's Whittier College Choir tour through the
Southwest: a private master class conducted
by David SchiLdkret, renowned music director

READY FOR A LONG WALK."
for Arizona State University.

"WHEN WE LEFT, WE DEFINITELY

Slogan on the sign of a counter-protestor,

DID NOT SOUND LIKE THE SAME

during the same SPEED DATING WITH

CHOIR THAT WALKED IN."

EMPLOYERS event. While this pro-Wal-Mart
group was smaller in number, it successfully

ROBERT ZEMSKY '62, director of the

went toe-to-toe with the anti-Wal-Mart

University of Pennsylvania's Institute for

group, and no clear "winner" emerged.

Research in Higher Education and convener

"JESUS

tf

EVERYDAY

of the Pew Higher Education Roundtable,

LOW PRICES."

speaks to a group of Whittier faculty about
the state of higher education today.

Provocative statement on a flyer explaining

"EVEN THOUGH I GRADUATED OVER

WHITTIER'S DAY OF SILENCE, an event

40 YEARS AGO, TO ME, WHITHER

sponsored by BGLAD. Sixty students participatedin the sunrise-to-sunset vow of silence,

COLLEGE REMAINS THE SINGLE-MOST
IMPORTANT COLLEGE IN MY LIFE."

designed to raise awareness of issues surrounding homosexual and transgender rights.

"THINK ABOUT THE VOICES YOU
EPIC PROPORTIONS. Performing the epic story Beowulf, adapted by English

ARE NOT HEARING. WHAT CAN YOU
-

DO TO END THE SILENCE?"

professor Sean Morris, doesn't appear too stressful a job for actors Mike
Ettel '07 and Joshua Beasley '08.

10

THE VIEW FROM INSIDE. Guest speaker Mario
Mancuso, Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense, discusses the new American reality:
terrorism at home and beyond.

>> THE SHANNON CENTER'S ROBINSON THEATRE CAN CONFIGURE TO EIGHT
DIFFERENT STAGINGS, INCLUDING A FULL BALLROOM.
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0 BROTHERS, WHERE ART THOU?
ORTHOGONIAN REUNION MARKS THIRD ANNIVERSARY, CONTINUES TO GROW

plans to return for the 2007 gathering.
This year, too, special guest Tom Triggs '61,
son of Orthogonian founder Dean
Triggs '33, presented a history of the
Orthogonian Society and recalled his
father's stories of why and how the Os
began as a campus organization.
At each of these three reunions, a
special guest has been honored, someone
connected to Whittier College or the
Orthogonian Society in some way. In 2004,
By Pat Putnam '58

coach. Many of us had played for John

EACH JUNE FOR THE PAST THREE YEARS,

these were women who had also participated

either when he was an assistant under Don

Orthogonian Society members from the

in a society as well. But the brawn, brains,

Coryell or when he was the head coach

classes of 1956-61 have made their way to

bravery, and brotherhood espoused by the

himself. In 2005, Orthogonian alumnus Ray

Morgan Hill, just south of San Jose, to the

"Men of the Square" had clearly carried

Hooper '48 was the guest of honor; Ray had

home of Ivan Guevara '59. Guevara, a former

throughout their lives.

been an outstanding basketball coach at

head basketball coach for the Poets (1968),

After the camaraderie recaptured during

then later for San Jose State, had settled in

those three days, the Os decided to continue

the area some years ago with wife Jackie.

the reunion tradition on an annual basis.

College. This past year, though, we elected

A commitment was made to work even

two honorees who had strong connections

Whittier College friends started talking about

harder to find the "lost brothers," both

to our specific alumni group: George

how great it would be to get together with

those who hadn't been located and those

Tenopir '48 and Dick Tucker '50. Dean of

their fellow Orthogonians, and a plan was

who had been invited but unable to attend,

admissions during the years most of us

hatched for a three-day reunion to include

and entice them each to join in the next

attended Whittier, George worked for the

"0" alumni from 1956-61. The search began

year's festivities.

Montebello High School and responsible for
a number of students attending Whittier

College until 1989; he still volunteers his

to find friends from the past—phone calls

In June 2005 the Os marked their

were made, e-maits were sent—and plans

second Morgan Hill reunion, but this time,

Library. Dick, a fellow 0, was a well-known

were solidified. In June 2004 "Men of the

30 additional brothers made the trip. Again,

former football coach for Orange Coast

Square" (and their spouses) from across the

many cherished memories were shared and

College and Brea-Otinda High School, and

country gathered at the Inn at Morgan Hill,

friendships re-established as we spent time

responsible for recruiting to Whittier a num-

with attendees coming from as far as Virginia

reminiscing of days gone by. At the bar-

ber of students from the latter.

and Hawaii. The next few days were filled

beque, an airplane towing the banner "I'm

with banquets, social events, and tennis and

mighty glad to be an Orthogonian" was

for our 2007 reunion, we are confident our
numbers will keep growing and our memories

time three days a week at the campus

As we enter into the planning stages

golf tournaments. Jazz and mariachi bands

received with emotion and resounding

entertained throughout the afternoon and

cheers. And when the event ended and it

will stay strong. After all, the success of

evening while the Os spent time catching up

came time to leave, each attendee again

these reunions is directly attributable to the

after many years of separation—many not

voiced the same sentiment: "We can't let

strength of relationships that were estab-

having seen one another since their

this die." With even greater resolve, plans

lished 50 years ago at Whittier College. Or, as

Whittier graduation—and Guevara spoke

for 2006 were set in motion.

fondly of the relationships developed during
those wonderful four years.

This past June our third Morgan Hill

Claire Winchester, wife of Warren Winchester
'53, rightly observed: "I've known of the

Orthogonian reunion turned up a few more

strong bonds between women, but I've never

Lost brothers, increasing our overall atten-

seen men bond like these Orthogonians have

many had chosen careers in education, with

dance to nearly 100, including a couple of Os

and continue to do."

coaching at either the high school- or

from the Class of 1953 who are now making

We discovered that of our group,

.4

it was John Godfrey, former Poet football

married Lady Poet alumnae, most notably

In 2003, Guevara and several of his

THENIANS

college-level a popular choice. Many Os had

>> THE ANNUAL SPRING SING COMPETITION WAS FOUNDED IN THE
1950s, A TRADITION THAT CONTINUES STILL TODAY.

ACTIVE S IN ACTION

SOCIETY ALUMNI ADVISORS
MEET WITH ADMINISTRATION

NEWS BYTES FROM CAMPUS & BEYOND
OVER SUMMER, EIGHT SOCIETY ALUMNI ADVISORS met with members of the Dean
PALMERS IN HISTORY. Los Angeles-area historian Abe

of Students', Student Activities', and Alumni Relations' offices. The idea behind the

Hoffman is writing an article for the Los Angeles City

meeting was to strengthen the connection and communications between the adminis-

Historical Society regarding Ida Crum '22, founder and

tration and alumni advisors in order to better facilitate and clarify the relationship

first president of the Palmer Society.

between the advisors and active societies on campus.

PRAISE FOR PENNS. At the 10th

or she took on the role, and the list included everything from wanting to serve as a

.nnual Student Achievement and

resource for society traditions to offering a different perspective on current rules and

Recognition (STAR) Awards, an

regulations, from promoting leadership development to ensuring a measure of overall

-vent to formally acknowledge

continuity. All agreed, however, that the role of alumni-advisor is key as an agent of

outstanding members and organi-

change toward the future strengthening and building of society membership and preser-

rations in the campus community, an inaugural honor

vation of these historic institutions.

At the invitation of Dean Jeanne Ortiz, each advisor discussed the reasons why he

as given—Most Spirited Organization—which went to
he William Penn Society.

To that end, Associate Dean of Students
Andre Coleman and Student Activities Director
Barfly Peake initiated a dialogue about current

THALIANS NEVER FORGET.

fraternal organization policy issues at both the

Particularly not a birthday

national and campus level, such as how liability

of Thalian founder Virginia

extends, in part, to the individual alumni advisor;

(Merrithew) Jones '32. Each
year, a group of Thalian alumnae
nd actives travel to Redondo Beach to celebrate with
irginia on her special day, and to hear stories and

that the new member education program continues

-.-

a number of events will be

targeted to inform
and engage the
community with a more

truthful portrait

to be enhanced and updated every cycle; and

of what society life is and

whether or not the standards for society member-

what membership can mean.

ship are truly appropriate—for example the current
minimum GPA (grade point average) for member-

hare in memories about the early days of their society.

ship stands at 2.0, traditionally equivalent to a letter grade of "C."
Additionally, as societies continue to struggle with their on-campus image, particuOCK OUT, ON, AND IN WITH

larly as it pertains to recruitment of new members, the alumni advisors agreed that it will
OCIETIES. The Inter-Society

be incumbent upon the actives—with the guidance and aid of the advisors—to engage in
oucil (ISC) has determined an
overall theme for this year's
ctivities: "Rock It." The term
Al be incorporated into a number of prospective activities
Llated for the year ahead, such as "How to Rock College,"

more pervasive and targeted self-promotion and publicity, especially with regard to their
strong community service record and high degree of leadership opportunities.
Concluding the meeting, several next-steps were outlined for consideration: to undertake a campus-wide assessment as to why students do or do not choose to join a society;
to review and revise recruitment policies; to ramp up each society's philanthropic efforts

;n educational event geared toward first-year students,

and campus-centric activities; and to either host or co-sponsor along with the Office of

'ut open to all; "Rockin' with Seniors," an ISC-sponsored

Student Activities a number of events targeted to inform and engage the community with

'ance for residents of Merrill Gardens Retirement Home;

a more truthful portrait of what society life is and what membership can mean to the

"Rockin' Tailgate Party" prior to a Poet home game,
nd "Rockin' on the Lawn," a campus concert
or students.

individual student's experience.
The group plans to meet again in early fall to continue the discussion and identify
other ways to promote, preserve, and adequately regulate society life.

>> THE THALIAN AND ATHENIAN SOCIETIES WERE OFFICIALLY ESTABLISHED
AT WHITTIER COLLEGE IN 1929.
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Ma
ABSENCE OF EXPERIENCE:
MY BITTERSWEET LEGACY
BY FRED BERG ERSON, PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

WHEN I WAS A KID, my maternal family

material to share with my students. As a

of State as a visiting scholar, drafting

pointed out to me that we were American

professor and political scientist, I am con-

papers and cables and participating in

Litvaks, Lithuanian Jews, not like other

stantly searching for methods to enrich the

international negotiations. Even my service

Lithuanians, and not exactly like other Jews.

teaching process, to engage students with

as a soldier in Vietnam became a resource

concepts, knowledge, and facts in ways

for my classes.

The Litvaks of Lithuania are now
gone, most murdered by the Nazis and their

that make the real world of politics and

Lithuanian henchmen in the Holocaust;

policy come to life.

the few remaining are scattered in the

Fulfilling all of my desires was a lot

Following that pattern, then, my
Lithuanian trip was planned to obtain a
clearer understanding of genocide and to

Diaspora and Israel among their children

to ask of one trip. Nevertheless, I could

enhance my course materials related to arms

and grandchildren.

reasonably expect to realize my objectives.

control and democratization in Europe.

Of course the

After all, my professional career was largely

That is not exactly what happened.

Lithuanians them-

based on the idea of experiential learning

What I encountered, what was most

selves had undergone

in order to gain a deeper understanding—

instructive, was the absence of experience.

the hardships of

verstehen, as German sociologist Max

Palpable to me amid the otherwise

domination by the

Weber would have said—of both individual

mundane routine of Lithuanian life was a

cruelest of govern-

intention and the context of human action

searing emptiness, a tangible and pervasive

ments, Nazi and

in public life. I was a Congressional Fellow

byproduct of a past genocide. An oxymoron,

Stalinist. Their

on Capitol Hill for Representative Frank

perhaps, yet my travel made me recall

Losses did not

Thompson and Senator Daniel Inouye to

another trip to the Jewish Museum of

compare to the

encounter legislative process. Iran for the

Berlin. This creation of architect Daniel

more than 90 per-

Whittier city council twice, in part to cap-

Libeskind features structures described as

cent of the Jewish

ture and relate the campaign experience.

voids, intended to make the visitor think

population of what

I worked for the U.S. Arms Control and

of the deportation and extermination of

is now Lithuania,

Disarmament Agency and the Department

Jews, the amputation of Jewish history.

murdered during the
A

Holocaust, and whose remnants were

Bergerson's trip was

despised in the Soviet era. I wanted to get

the idea of wife

closer to the places where my family origi-

Renie (pictured) and

nated. I wanted to better understand the

colleagues and close

brave Lithuanians who sheltered Jews and

friends Paula and

the monstrous neighbors whose zest for

Dennis Sheridan. Both

killing Jews was even noted by the Nazi SS.

Renie and Dennis

My hope was to then use these experiences

then accompanied

as a healing narrative for myself, and also for

him on his journey

my students, who might find enlightenment

through Lithuania.

and perhaps a greater peace in the sharing.
In September 2005, I took a trip in
pursuit of my history. Encouraged by both
family and colleagues, I traveled to
Lithuania, the land of my grandparents, to
find out more about my origins, to pursue

THE PARK IN PANEVEZYS' CITY CENTER, once a Jewish cemetery, now gives no
indication of its former use.

my intellectual passions, and to gather
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>> REQUIRED SUMMER READING FOR THE CLASS OF 2010 WAS TIM O'BRIEN'S THE
THINGS THEY CARRIED, A BOOK DEFINED BY THE VIETNAM WAR, BLENDING
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE AND FICTION.

4TORAT HAKODESH SYNAGOGUE is
the last remaining Jewish Temple in
Lithuania's capital city of Vilnius.

mention of Jews or the Holocaust. Whether

Holocaust, not bear witness. I can teach

was anguishing.

about this horror that has so shaped my

I trembled walking along "The Way of

sider. Through each stop I made on my

the second city of Lithuania. The path leads

journey, I gained greater understanding of

from the notorious execution site, the Ninth

my actual role in this continuing history.

Fort, to a heart-wrenching memorial dedi-

Returning home, I am convinced the journey,

cated to the more than 50,000 people who

grand and horrifying, clarifying and per-

were murdered there during World War II.

plexing, will keep on giving. I teach

More than 30,000 were Jewish victims of

similar expurgation, but the imprint left

the Holocaust.

I cried at the last remaining synagogue

This old Russian fort had become a
killing center during the war. The fort itself

in Lithuania's capital city of Vilnius, touch-

is now a museum, its outer walls still scarred

ing the mezuzah on its doorpost and kissing

with the impacts of the executioners' bullets.

my fingertips, a custom designed to encour-

One cell houses a small display honoring

age recollection and reflection. I could not

Japanese diplomat Chiune Sugihara, who

recall because I had not been there as a

risked his own life to aid some Jews in their

victim; I could only feel.

escape to Japanese-occupied Shanghai. Most

Only an hour Later, I felt immense rage

cells display artifacts of torture and murder.

standing in a gathering area in the old

Prior to Lithuania gaining its independence

Jewish quarter. There, Nazis had ordered

from the Soviet Union in 1991, no marker

Jewish families to present themselves and

could signify any ethnic, national, or religious

select which of their children would be given

group murdered there. The Soviets homoge-

up for certain annihilation. This was part of

nized them all as victims of fascism. Stifling

the extermination of more than 95 percent

memory was both a Nazi and Soviet goal.

of the Jewish population of 100,000 in

Life and my thought, but I remain an out-

Death," located on the outskirts of Kaunas,

In Lithuania, I found similar voids, a

from this experience went far deeper.

I can only come to grips with the

deliberate or not, such a glaring absence

THE MASSIVE MEMORIAL AT KANAUS' NINTH FORT is a bleak yet
poignant reminder of the 50,000 murdered here in the name of fascism.

Outside the fort is an amazing, gigantic

pre-war Vilnius, the Jerusalem of the North.

sculpture memorializing the victims. Created

through stories, and though I now have

The lesson learned was "Never again"

by Alfonsas Ambraziunas, it is the largest

new narratives to use, I am also conscious

At Panevezys, the home of my maternal

sculpture in the Baltic countries and depicts

that this story—this history which is my

grandparents, I visited the site where my

what some see as huge hands emerging from

story—remains unfinished. Just as school

grandfather had worked as a bookbinder in

the killing fields, bursting through the now-

was closing in spring 2006, I agreed to be

the famed Ponovezh Yeshiva. The building

pastoral scene. These massive craggy objects

the advisor to a new organization on cam-

now houses a bakery restaurant, and only

reach up from the earth more than 100 feet

pus for students opposed to the genocide

a small, dated plaque from the post-Soviet

and seem to suggest, "In the end some rough

in Darfur.

era indicates its former importance. Walking

justice will emerge from the grave to triumph

in my ancestors' footsteps, I traveled across

over evil through memory." Plaques laid in

a large park that had been a Jewish ceme-

recent years citing names of victims—Jews

tery, ending up at the city museum that

and others from France, Germany, Lithuania,

contains endless exhibits of medieval

and Russia—now help tell the chilling story

artifacts and dead butterflies—but no

of this place.

My story is not yet finished for my
students, either.

>> "'STORIES ARE FOR JOINING THE PAST TO THE FUTURE. STORIES ARE FOR ETERNITY,
WHEN MEMORY IS ERASED, WHEN THERE IS NOTHING TO REMEMBER EXCEPT THE
STORY" -THE THINGS THEY CARRIED.
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ONWARD AND UPWARD
FACULTY TRAVELS, PUBLISHING, AND HONORS

Courtesy of a faculty research grant,
Joyce Kaufman, professor of political

Robinson, Curt Flood. Baseball, and
African-American Spiritual Autobiography;

his poem "The
167th Psalm of

science and director of the Whittier
Scholars Program, traveled to Ireland to

for the Second International Conference

complete research for her latest coauthored work, Women, The State and

Baseballism: The Game, Personal Narrative, and Religious Experience.

Elvis." The work
originally
appeared in literary magazine Runes,
and will be reprinted in its entirety in the

War: A Comparative Perspective on
Citizenship and Nationalism,

Jennifer Holmes, assistant professor

Additionally, he completed two publica-

of theatre and communication arts, was

tions this year. The Anchor Book of
Chinese Poetry and Sad Jazz: Sonnets. A

due for publication in 2007.
Within the four cases
explored—the U.S., Northern
A tONHSI UIITORY II

U.S. FORICN

POLIC

V

JOYCE P. KAUFMAN

MEN
ON FILM
In early fall two
faculty members
taped on-camera
interviews: Joe
Price was featured
in an NFL short
film, while Robert
Marks appeared on
Swedish Public
Television.

Ireland, Israel, and the former

on Sport and Religion, he delivered

2006 Pushcart Prize Anthology.

invited to participate in the prestigious
Oxford Round Table at Oxford University.
The session focus examined the relation-

frequent guest speaker at arts gatherings
and conferences around the globe,
Barnstone has recently traveled from

Yugoslavia—the text will
examine the ways in which
states gender citizenship and

ship between the sciences and the
humanities in education, during which
Holmes presented her paper Creative

Mexico to Milpitas to Greece— and numerous places in between—to give readings

how women have respond-

illiteracy: Is it Worth the Price?

of his work.

ed. Kaufman's completed

'- English Department Chair David Paddy
presented at the Pacific Coast Conference
on British Studies held at University of

text, A Concise History of U.S.

Traveling to Syracuse, New York, in late

Foreign Policy, was published this

July, Professor of Physics Seamus Lagan

summer, just in time for use in fall classes.

presented Computational Oscillations and
Waves at a poster session held during the

' Associate Professor of Social Work Paula
Sheridan presented research paper Takin

American Association of Physics Teachers'
summer meeting; Lagan's work describes

Empire's Bluff: Reading Empire in J. G.
Ballard's Fiction, was delivered in a

it to the Streets: Community Engagement
and Collaborative Learning at the annual

his new Whittier course. The abstract for
this poster will also appear in a special

session around the theme of "Empire and

meeting of the Association of Baccalaureate Social Work Program Directors, a

Sept./Oct. 2006 issue of Computations in
Undergraduate Physics Courses, pro-

conference for which she also served as
local planning committee chair. Her community service involvement continues to
grow: Sheridan's been a member of the
Board of Directors for the Intercommunity
Child Guidance Center since 2003, and
in January 2006, she likewise accepted
an appointment to the board of directors

duced by parent publication, Computing
in Science and Engineering (CiSE).

California, Irvine. Paddy's work. Calling

Identity in Modern Britain."
Richard and Billie Deihl Distinguished
Professor of History Robert Marks authored two recently published articles: Asian

A 2006 Pushcart Prize in Poetry was
awarded to Tony Barnstone, associ-

Tigers: The Real, The Symbolic, The
Commodity," which appears in Nature
and Culture, vol. 1 no. 1; and "People Said

ate professor of English literature, for

Extinction Was Not Possible: 2,000 Years

of the Whittier Area First Day Coalition.

AFTER 25 YEARS OF DEDICATION AND HARD WORK, PROFESSOR MICHAEL MCBRIDE

'Charles Adams, professor of English,
headed east to present two baseballrelated papers at conferences in New

has stepped down from his directorship of the International Studies Program, in
order to concentrate more fully on his academic pursuits as a member of Whittier's
political science department. In recognition of McBride's commitment to the
expansion and enhancement of the foreign study experience, the College has
created The McBride Study Abroad Scholarship. For more information, please

York and Minnesota. At the 18th Annual
Cooperstown Symposium on Baseball and

contact Sally Cardenas at 562.907.4533.

American Culture, Adams discussed Jackie
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>> IN THE 2006 NATIONAL SURVEY OF STUDENT ENGAGEMENT, WHITTIER COLLEGE WAS
AGAIN RANKED IN THE TOP 10 PERCENT FOR 'FACULTY-STUDENT INTERACTION" AND
""ACTIVE AND COLLABORATIVE LEARNING."

of Environmental Change in South
China," included in Environmental
History: World System History and Global
Environmental Change.

A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST...
DURING JUNE AND JULY, Associate Professor of Art ENDI POSKOVIC undertook two
artist's residencies: one at major graphic arts research center Frans Masereel Centrum
in Antwerp, Belgium, and the other at the Can Serrat International Artist Centre in

' In early July,
assistant professor
THE SHAOOWt.ANDS
of Music Teresa
LeVelle's new saxophone and piano
piece, "Combustion 682" premiered at
the World Saxophone Congress in
Slovenia; in September, her debut CD
The Shadowlands, containing music
written by LeVelle with performances by
fellow Whittier music faculty members
Danilo Lozano and Stephen Cook, was
released on the Innova record label.

Barcelona, Spain. The Centrum is well-acquainted with artist Poskovic; this visit marks
his fifth invitation to pursue research at the Belgian institution, which has acquired
more than 20 of his works for their permanent collection housed at the Royal Antwerp
Museum of Fine Arts. The only visual artist to receive a full fellowship from the Can
Serrat Center, Poskovic created a new series of works and was featured in a solo
exhibition at Can Serrat Espai S/N. Additionally, several summer exhibitions—from
the U.S. West Coast to Poland—included pieces from Poskovic's extensive portfolio
of work. Pictured in his Barcelona studio, Poskovic prepares his latest colorful series
for the exhibition at Can Serrat Centre.

>> IN THAT SAME NATIONAL SURVEY, WHITTIER COLLEGE ALSO GAINED TOP MARKS FOR
EXCELLENCE IN ITS CURRICULUM, RANKED HIGHLY IN "LEVEL OF ACADEMIC CHALLENGE."
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INDIVIDUAL POET ACHEIVEMENT
RECONGIZED AT NATIONAL
AND LOCAL LEVELS
For the spring season, 15 Poet athletes earned 18 honors

SPORTS WRAP
SPRING POET PER1ORMAN(ES kilT THE RECORD BOOKS

at all levels of college competition. Additionally, while the
typical number of awardees per college is two, Whittier
is proud to claim three Poets named this year as Southern
California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference Scholar-Athletes.
NATIONAL HONORS
3rd Team All-American in Baseball:

Tom Vessella '07 (pitcher)
REGIONAL HONORS
1

1st Team All-West Region in Baseball:

Vessella, Peter Aiello '06 (3rd baseman),
Aaron Sheehey '06 (right fielder)
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETIC CONFERENCE HONORS
2006 SCIAC Scholar-Athletes: Aiello (baseball),

All Biggs '06 (volleyball), Brandon Robinson '06
(basketball)

MEN'S TEAMS
BASEBALL
P' 1St Team All-SCIAC: Aiello, Sheehey, Vessella
2nd Team All-SCIAC: Justin Armijo '09 (pitcher),

Greg Garchar '06 (2nd baseman), Matt Morgado '08
(center field, designated hitter)
SCIAC Athlete of the Week: Morgado, Sheehey

WHITTIER'S ATHLETIC PROGRAMS are
progressively moving forward and continually improving. The solid foundation
that the current coaches and athletic staff
have made will lead to a bright future for
Whittier College. GO POETS!!
Women's water polo finished the season with a school record of 19 wins and
secured the program's first-ever invitation
to the Collegiate III National Championship
Tournament. Consistently ranked in the
top five of the Division III National Coaches
Poll throughout the year, the Poets established themselves as a serious competitor
at the small-college level while two athletes came away with All-Tournament
honors: Kim Charison '06 (1st Team) and
Caroline Galvin '08 (2nd Team). Another
2006 team highlight came during the
Chapman Tournament with an overall win
and the team's victory—for the first time in
program history—over perennial powerhouse and defending-SCIAC champs the
University of Redlands Bulldogs.

TRACK & FIELD
All-Conference Team: Chris Banda '07 (pole vault)

WOMEN'S TEAMS

season drawn penalties record (75), and
single-season field block record (18).
With 114.5 steals, Nicole Sandoval '08
trumped the previous single-season
record, while the 53 assists completed by
Stephanie DeLeon '07 likewise catapulted
her to the top of Whittier's record books.
On the diamond, men's baseball worked
an incredibly strong season (20-19-1),
resulting in a tie for second place in
SCIAC rankings, up from last year's
fourth-place seat. The Poets' 30-man
roster boasted 17 returning players, a
fact that undoubtedly contributed to the
composed and tight machine that commanded Memorial Field this year.
But the real news this season has
been exceptional individual play, underscored by several key honors awarded to
Whittier baseball players. In the 2006
record books, Poets will be found on the
rosters of both the All-American and AllWest Region Baseball Teams, and six will
be noted on the SCIAC All-Conference
Teams, making Whittier College the most
represented of the seven schools in the
conference. Additionally, two Poet athletes were consecutively named "SCIAC
Athlete of the Week" in mid-season.

TRACK & FIELD
All-Conference Team: Jennifer Paiscal-Chalmers '09
(3000m Steeplechase(, Dana Allen '07 (lOOm hurdle,
400m hurdle), Shuree Gangloff '09 (shot put,
discus throw)
BLOCK. Goalie Sarah Wills '08 denies Oxy

SOFTBALL

its attempted point.

2nd Team All-SCIAC: Leandra Chavez '06
(pitcher, outfielder)
WATER POLO
Op 1st Team All-SCIAC: Kim Charison '06 (utility(
2nd Team All-SCIAC: Caroline Galvin '08 )2m)
SCIAC Athlete of the Week: Charison
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Individual performances throughout
the season proved consistent and powerful, surging past prior school records
for single-season play. Charlson now
holds the single-season scoring record
(81), career-scoring record (224), single-

Though the women's softball team
earned high marks with its early-season
victory over SCIAC's third-ranked
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps, the Lady Poets
were unable to sustain momentum
throughout the 40-game season. With
the loss of only two seniors and a solid
group of returning athletes, however, the
outlook for next season remains positive.
Under the guidance of new Head Coach
Mark Jensen, the Poet men's golf team
played a competitive schedule on the links

>> IN THE 1920S, WHITTIER WAS AMONG THE MERE 10% OF COLLEGES NATIONWIDE
THAT ALLOWED WOMEN TO PLAY INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS.

V SWING. Aaron Sheehey '06 led in SCIAC player
statistics for his total of 56 season hits, 40
RBIs, and 95 bases.

I HUSTLE. Melissa
Brown '06 and
Leandra Chavez '06
work a close game
against Cal State
East Bay.

Lady Poet athletes united under a common goal of improving overall team
strength and interaction. If the proof is in

lete of the Year award.

and picked up two victories over non-conference opponent La Siena University. Wes
Carty '07 emerged as this years star player
and deservedly earned Team MVP.
After a winless 2005 season, the Poet
men's track and field team literally hit
the ground running, quadrupling in size
from 2004 en route to SCIAC victories in
2006. Christian Banda '07 led team scoring in SCIAC competition with a total of
112 points across a variety of events. His
13 10' pole-vault makes him the second
best in this event in Whittier College history. A much-improved Elliot Bostick '07
let loose a 134+ hammer throw (sixth
best in school history) and served notice
as one of the top shot putters in the conference. At the SCIAC Multi-Duals,
Nicholas Salomone '10 successfully
blasted through the distance runner's
"triple," scoring big points in the 800m,
1500m, and 5000m; both Salomone and
Chris Dudley '09 )400m hurdles) exemplified a persistence and drive that
earned them qualifying spots to compete
in the SCIAC Championships.
Women's track and field turned in a
number of successful performances throughout the spring season as well, and the spring
months were notably marked by the competitive scoring of each and every team
member. Dana Allen '07 tallied 144 points
against SCIAC opponents and added her
name to a remarkable seven Whittier

College All-Time Top 10 lists. With her
own contribution of 108 points, Shuree
Gangloff '09 took an individual conference title in the discus event. In addition
to an undefeated SCIAC discus season, a
school discus record (141 3"), and qualifying for the NCAA Championships,
Shuree is currently ranked #1 freshman
discus thrower in the NCAA Division III.
Jennifer Pasiciel-Chalmers '09 carved
out her own honors, re-setting the school
record in 3000m Steeplechase performance (11:59.12), which, according to Track
& Field's Power Rankings, was a top track
& field performance of the 2006 season.
Men's lacrosse experienced an atypically
rocky year, with a major coaching shift
and a decidedly young team: 12 of the
31-player roster were freshmen athletes.
Regardless, the Poets gamely confronted
a tough schedule—including the NCAA
history-making game versus DII competitor Notre Dame de Namur—though
the overall payoff produced only a few
bright spots, such as the 11-8 victory
over nationally-ranked Villa Julie and
the individual achievement by Poet co-

the deed, then they did just that,
finishing the season with a seven-goal
performance against the highly competitive Claremont-Mudd-Scripps team.
Though the men's and women's tennis
teams struggled through another disappointing season, Head Coach Dave
Bojolad has made solid headway in the
effort to review and revise team strategies, recruit new players, and rebuild
solid teams. Athletes to watch in the season ahead include two of the Poets most
promising female players, Viktoriya
Soshina '07 and Jennifer Pigott '08.

10.
PUTT. Wes Carty '07
and Tim Galvan '06
confer on how the
next shot shouLd
be aligned.

captain Dave Gerbarg '07, who finished
the 2006 season ranked eleventh in the
nation in both points-per-game (4.45)
and goals-per-game (3.18).
Rebuilding has been the watchword for
a number of the Poet spring sports teams,
and women's lacrosse is no different.
With a fairly young team, some of whom
never played competitively before, these

>> FOR UP-TO-DATE SCORES AND SCHEDULES THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, CALL THE
POET SPORTS HOTLINE, 562.907.4939.

Photos by Tracy Maple 04, '01

MP. Track star Dana Allen '07 clearly demonates why she earned the women's Individual
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GETTING IT DONE
NEW ATHLETIC DIRECTOR ROB COLEMAN WILL WALK THE TALK

TR: So, you've been here a couple of

them to do. And then we need to make a

months now, meeting the coaches, hiring,

change, find the right solution.

talking with the players. What's your
impression of the Poet sports program?

TR: What do you think is the reason for
our high turnover with coaching staffs?

RC: My initial impression is that the sky's
In your experience is this typical at the
the limit, and that's what I'm telling my
DIII level?
coaches. We've got a lot of great people here,
a lot of great alumni who bring a lot of

RC: I'm going to be straight with you—

enthusiasm to the program. And there's an

salary plays an important part, and we're

open-mindedness here, a willingness to change

not high on that scale. So until we can

and improve, which is one of the things that

do something about that, or find other

want to know if you'll take the program

first attracted me to Whittier College.

incentive like the ability to run their own

to a point where we're consistently in
the top three for sports in SCIAC?

But we do need some changes, need

sports camps during summer, we're going to

to change the ways things are done in some

continue to have turnover. And the trouble

respects. We are behind in the conference

is that hurts the program. If you bring in a

(SCIAC), we are behind nationally. We need

coach and they leave after two years, and

to get organized, need to tighten things up.

then another coach comes in and leaves after
a year, you're not going to be successful. And

"Our athletes should be
able to look back and say

—yeah, the
coach worked us

TR: When you say

that's an issue I have to battle right now,

"changes," is there

before the question becomes: can we realis-

anything in particular

tically keep this or that team?

organized and
we competed.

was

Win, lose, or draw, we
were in it. And that's the
educational experience."
-Rob Coleman

RC: It comes down to this: there's a price
to pay to be that successful. Yes, there's a
lot of work on our end to find the right
coaches, the right athletes, but we need to
get where the rest of the conference is so
we can compete. You can't just say, "Why
do we lose to LaVerne all the time?" Well,
quite honestly, they have a full coaching

you are referring to?
TR: Though its early in the game, do
RC: It all comes down to
you see any particular team that has the
Leadership and the strucstrongest potential to build and grow—
ture that comes along

hard, but the program

TR: What would you say to people who

looking at the teams' histories, and the
with leadership. I need
current players and coaches you have?
to assemble a team that's
Any standout teams?
going to work hard and

staff, and sufficient financial resources,
and they're able to take advantage of those
things. And they're continuing to grow
while we're trying to catch up, so the
Longer we stay where we're at, the further
away we're going to be.
You know there's a reason we're not

do what's needed to make

RC: I think every team has huge potential.

in the top three in the conference, and

it right. Some of it has to

I think football's headed for some good

for us to get there, I can clearly ID those

do with funding, and we

stuff, B.J:s working real hard with the staff,

things we need to have working together for

need to find the right

really understands clearly how to build a

a successful program: 1) the right resources;

coaches, make sure the

successful program so we're in good shape

2) a good working structure in place; 3) the

coaches we have are right

there. In the not too distant future I think

right coach for the team. These are the

men's soccer will be good with Max.

things we need to look at and address.

for the job. And I really have
to closely evaluate each our 21

Baseball and water polo have both had

teams, and that's going to take some time.

successful years in the past and I wouldn't

And I've heard from students that things may

expect us to go backwards. But I really

not be so great. So I want to find out, is it

believe that we should be much more

on our end—are we not providing the proper

successful in the sports of track, tennis,

resources—or is it just they don't want to

golf and swimming.

do, or are unable to do, what we're asking

And that's the goal. I'm very enthusiastic about it and there's a lot to do. And
it's going to take some time to do it,
certainly not one year or two years, it
may even take a few years, but I think we
need to get our foundation, build something
concrete from there. And I think absolutely,
the sky's the limit.
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>> ACCESS POET SPORTS SCORES, SCHEDULES, AND GAME WRAPS ONLINE AT
WWW.WCPOETS.COM

Ma
A MAJOR STEP
TOM VESSELLA '07 HITS ONE OUT OF THE PARK By Tracy Maple '04, M.A. '06

DEDICATED, DETERMINED, driven, down
to earth, fun-loving, competitive, hard
working, and humble are only a few ways
to describe Tom Vessella, V\Thittier's recent
star pitcher. According to coaches and
teammates alike, the 66' southpaw is the
quintessential "team player." He's a student
of the game, always striving to do better,
always willing to work a little bit harder,
and work a little bit longer than most.
Though he religiously played the game
from the time he was five, Vessella admits
that entering the collegiate baseball scene
was scaly, and each time he took to the
mound, he experienced a big case of the
nerves. His first season with the Poets was
not overly remarkable, and his sole pitch
was a fasthall, clocked around 85mph,
that often went wild. Returning as a sophomore, he showed improvement, finding a
groove and increasing his strikes. With an
inconsistent curveball and splitter and the
overall unpredictability of his pitching, the
young player struggled with a troubling
lack of confidence.
Between his sophomore and junior
years, though, Vessella latched on to an
opportunity that, as he puts it, transformed his skills from merely "throwing"

to targeted "pitching." Vessella's summer
was spent playing for Colorado's
Mountain Collegiate Baseball League, a
wooden bat league that draws some of
the top collegiate players in the nation,
many of whom move on to pro careers.
The experience, which, with its grueling
schedule of night games, game travel,
and daily hours of play, closely simulates
the life of a professional ballplayer,
enabled him to catch a glimpse of the
proverbial brass ring. It was all he needed
to refocus his energy and redouble his
efforts to meet his potential.
"Hands down, I realized this is the
life I want to live," he recalled. "And at
the heart, it was fun. Batters lost base
hits, and I was increasingly able to come
more toward the hitter's inside.
"Plus," he added with an audible
smile, "there is no cooler feeling in the world
than breaking someone's bat on a pitch."
Comparing this last season with his
iirst two with the Poets, Vessella tried to
explain the complete conversion he's
made. "Before, I was faking it," he said.
"I just threw the ball as hard as I could
and hoped that I threw three strikes
before I threw four balls. Now, I consider

myself an actual pitcher. I have
learned to throw my off-speed pitches for strikes, pinpoint my fastball,
and work the hitters from a mental perspective."
"This year, I knew it was right."
News in the collegiate sports
world spreads quickly, and
throughout the 2006 Poet season
a number of Major League Baseball
teams began to zero in on the
talented pitcher. On any given
game day, a half a dozen or more scouts
in the stands would snap to attention as
Vessella took the field, raising their
radar guns pitch after pitch, recently
clocking him in the mid-90s. For a lesser
player, the attention might have made it
difficult to focus on the game at hand,
but on the field, Vessella's concentration
remained steady.
And in June, Vessella fulfilled his
lifelong dream of becoming a pro; making the MLB draft, he was snapped up in
the 11th round by the Houston Astros. He
currently plays for an Astros affiliate in
Greenville, Tennessee, and still plans to
complete his Whittier degree on time.

A
WINDING UP.
Though VesseLla is
playing for the Astros
affiliate through fall,
he will return to the
Whittier campus in
spring to finish his
academic program and
graduate with his
class in May.

UPDATE FROM THE BIG LEAGUES...
LATE IN SPRING, it was announced that Jim Skipper '73 (former Poet defensive back) had been promoted from
running backs coach to assistant head coach for the National Football League's Carolina Panthers, a team predicted
to earn a spot at Super Bowl XLI.
Responding on the Panthers website to a question regarding Skipper's future in the national leagues, Panthers
Head Coach John Fox had this to say: "There is no doubt in my mind that Jim Skipper could be an NFL head coach.
Skip has had one head coaching opportunity, and he took his team (San Francisco Demons) to that League's (XFL)
championship game. He's got great leadership skills. I think he's done an outstanding job with our running backs
and really with our football team. In my mind, there is no question he has that ability."
Meanwhile in Major League Baseball, Jim Colborn '68 traded in his Dodger blues for Pirate gold last fall,
exchanging his pitching coach post with the Los Angeles Dodgers for a similar position with the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Colborn, who formerly played for the Poets, got his start in the majors as a pitcher for the Chicago Cubs.
Jim Skipper '73

>> WHITTIER COLLEGE'S FIRST FOOTBALL TEAM PLAYED IN 1894; THE PLAYERS WERE
MOSTLY BLACKSMITHS, CONSTRUCTION WORKERS, AND FARM WORKERS.
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LOCKER
ROOM TALK
OVER SUMMER, there appears to have been
a hiring frenzy in the world of Poet athletics;
in addition to new A.D. Rob Coleman, the

C

Poets announced the arrival of two new
head coaches, the promotion of a trainer,
and the addition of the Poets' first full-time
sports information director.

SHAKEDOWN. AD Coleman welcomes the new head coach for men's Lacrosse, Nate Watkins
(center), to the Graham Athletic Center while Sports Information Director Kennett—and
several Hail of Famers—look on.

"J.P." ON
PARADE

First up to test his mettle on the fields
will be MAX GEBHARDT, new head men's
of the Whittier College Soccer Camp and

As an undergraduate at University of

as a coach with the Stanford University

Maryland, where he was a four-year Letter

Summer College ID Camp.

winner and an All-American midfieLder his

seasons from seventh to second place in the

In the highly anticipated position of new

in the World Games in Australia as a member

Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic

head men's lacrosse coach, NATE WATKINS,

of the United States Under-19 team. After

Association (SCIAC) standings. In 2005, his

former head coach at the University of

completing his degree, he was drafted by MLL's

defense allowed just .57 goals per game in

Southern California and current Major

Rochester Rattlers, but moved on to the

soccer coach for the 2006-07 Poet season.
Mascot Johnny

Previously an assistant coach for his

Poet made his

alma mater, University of La Verne, Gebhardt

annual media

helped lead the Leopards over the last four

tour this fall; he
appeared in a
MSN.com quiz and
a piece on college
mascots in the Los

Angeles Times
online edition.

conference play.
In preparation for his new post,
Gebhardt worked over summer as director

senior season, Watkins won a gold medal

League Lacrosse (MLL) star, will be taking

San Francisco Dragons, the team that boasts

on the Poet team and hopefully guiding

alumnus and former Poet lacrosse coach Doug

them into a national championship.

Locker '79 as its general manager.

LACROSSE SUPPORT TAKES OFF
Friend of Whittier t,,croe

"We also recognize that in order to take

received a boost of support with the development of "Friends of Whittier

the team to the next level, we need to pro-

Lacrosse," an organization founded, now spearheaded, by three parents of

vide targeted financial support and help the

current players and one lacrosse alumnus from the Class of 1995. The

coaches and team both on- and off-sea-

group's primary goal is to establish a continuing agency of assistance spe-

son," adds McCarroll, who, along with other

cific to the Whittier team's needs and populated by players' families, lacrosse

members of the group, plans to work hand-

alumni, and other fans of the Poet program, through advocacy, fundraising,

in-hand with Whittier's new Athletic

and general networking.
"West Coast lacrosse is becoming increasingly popular and the teams are

Director, Rob Coleman, on this issue.

becoming more competitive with the established lacrosse organizations in the

as possible across the country, Friends of Whittier Lacrosse has designed a

East Coast and in Canada—at all levels, high school and college," notes Bill

website, www.poetslax.com, that offers information similar to the

McCarroll, one of the group's founders and parent of Poet athletes Kevin '08

College's own site—team rosters, schedules and news, stats and scores—but

and Sean '10. "We would like to see Whittier be the center of West Coast

with certain enhancements, including fundraising opportunities, booster

growth as a Division III powerhouse that stimulates other regional

events such as tailgates, game photos for purchase, an alumni-focused area,

programs at schools that don't have an established lacrosse program yet."

and an online chat forum.

41,410
WHITflEIt

To market their organization to as many Poet-connected fans and alumni

>> IN THE 2005-06 YEAR, ATHLETIC BOOSTER CLUB PURPLE & GOLD RAISED
MORE THAN $95,000 IN SUPPORT OF THE POET SPORTS PROGRAM
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JUST BEFORE THE CLOSE OF LAST SEASON, the Poet lacrosse program

Ma
ONE POET'S ELEGY
BY ALISON BIGGS '06

Watkins began his coaching career
at II Maryland, where he helped guide the
Terrapins to a Final Four appearance. He
then traveled to Whittier and was the
defensive coordinator when the Poets made
the NCAA Tournament in 2004.

Meanwhile, back in the weight room,
TAMI VAHALIK is taking over as head
athletic trainer.
Assistant trainer for the Poets since
2004, VahaLik began her career as a trainer
at Northeastern State University in Oklahoma.
That same year, she was hired as the head
athletic trainer for camps and competitions
for the United Spirit Association, a position
she still holds today.
Vahalik earned a master's degree in
exercise physiology, adult fitness, and cardiac
rehabilitation with an emphasis in sports
medicine from the University of Akron,
and a bachelor's in business administration
from fellow SCIAC competitor, University
of Redlands.

I LOVED BEING A PART of this Division III athletic program because DIII sports are just
so pure. There are no ulterior motives for us to play here. We aren't on scholarship, being

Finally, on deck with promoting and report-

paid to play, or hoping to make it big. The most that we hope for are bragging rights over

ing on the full season of Poet athletics is
a school like Redlands, a picture in the QC to send home to Mom and Dad, and maybe an
MICHAEL KENNE1T, Whittier's new sports
All-SCIAC selection here and there. We play for Whittier College because we love it. We slip
information director.
on those purple and gold jerseys and compete alongside teammates who are here
Previously serving in this same position
because they too love the game.
for Hamilton College in New York, Kennett's
experience extends to comprehensive coverage for Hamilton's 28 competitive varsity
teams. Additionally, he has award-winning
broadcasting know-how. As an undergraduate, Kennett was part of two student-run

This is the beauty of DIII athletics that only we as athletes can appreciate. We pour our time
and energies into this athletic program because when it comes down to it we just want to play.
When our careers as Whittier College athletes end, we know that we've done something that
few have the privilege of doing: played the sport that we love at the college of our choice.

A
ALL THE
PRESIDENT'S
ATHLETES.
At the 2006 Purple
& Gold AthLetic
Banquet, nine
students received
awards for athletic
achievement. Student
speaker Alison Biggs
appears second from
the Left, bottom row,
next to President
Herzberger.

I feel lucky to have been surrounded by such amazing athletes over the past few years.

television broadcasts that won National

For those of you who still have time left here, I hope that you acknowledge and embrace

Collegiate Emmys. He also served as a foot-

the passion for sports that everyone in this room possesses. Thank you all for making my

ball, basketball, and baseball play-by-play

Whither sports experience so amazing. And as always, good luck with next season.

announcer for WMCR-Radio in Oneida, N.Y.
Kennett holds a bachelor's degree in

Excerpted from remarks by elected student-athlete speaker Alison Riggs '06 at this year's

communications and rhetorical studies from

Purple & Gold All-Sports Awards Banquet. Riggs, a four-year member of the Lady Poet

Syracuse University.

volleyball squad, was named a Whittier College Presidential Scholar-Athlete of the Year.

>> NEARLY 140 POET ATHLETES-GRADUATES FROM THE YEARS 1909 THROUGH 1993HAVE EARNED A PLACE IN THE PURPLE & GOLD HALL OF FAME.
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WHITTIER STUDENTS GET

A TASTE
OF SOMETHING

DIFFERENT
Late last year, a resolution was passed
in the United States Senate earmarking 2006
as the

Year of Study Abroad."
THE BRAINCHILD OF THE LATE PAUL SIMON,

a senator from Illinois whose work was
the driving influence for the Commission
on the Abraham Lincoln Study Abroad
Fellowship Program, the resolution, and
recent introduction of related legislation,
was created to both call attention to and
address an American crisis-in-the-works:

HANDS ON. During her travels while studying abroad, Danielle Orner '07 touches a piece of history, the now-colorful
Berlin Wall symbolically coated with both bold and fading handprints—marks made by visitors around the globe.

the lack of U.S. college students who are
engaging in programs of international
study and exchange.
It is the paramount mission of most
colleges these days—Whittier included—
to prepare students for leadership and
success in a global economy. Much
weight is given to the development of
post-secondary curricula that will build
the strong foundation necessary for
graduates to excel against peers from
competitive and developing nations and
to attain cross-cultural knowledge and
"global competence." These, in effect,
have become our watchwords, and we
work to instill in our students a core
understanding and perspective that will
allow them to deal efficiently and effectively with one another on a global
scale—whether several thousand miles
from home, or within their own backyard.

In recent years, the United States has suffered a steady weakening of
its position as one of the leading forces in the international marketplace;
more and more American businesses are hiring outside this country's pool
of skilled workers. Less often, Americans are solicited for key positions by
multinational employers. Even within the United States government, there
is an acknowledged lack of cultural and linguistic competencies that have
and will continue to impact critical agencies such as Homeland Security,
the Department of State, and the Department of Commerce, to name a few.
The reasons behind this decline are myriad and complex, but according
to Senator Simon, one key factor is this: American students, while studying
on an academic and intellectual level about other countries' economic,
political, and social constructs, are not fully able to synthesize these
aspects into a meaningful comprehension. In a sense, the lessons are
hollow for they lack a base cultural consciousness that cannot be taught,
IF THE SHOE FITS. Math major Paul Gattaher '07
but rather is the byproduct of experience. A student's worldview—or
first experiences new dimensions in his studies.
understanding of his or her place as a world citizen—is stunted when
Later, a flower market in Amsterdam catches his
concepts are introduced only in the confines of the American classroom.
eye, with its blazing display of native tulips.
The proposed cure? Per the Lincoln Commission's recommendation, it is
full immersion in a foreign country for some period of study and experience,
"The usual places—
enabling a student to further enhance his or her knowledge base, develop and apply
Western and Central Europe
critical analytical skills, and grow on a personal level.
mostly, and of course,
In Whittier terms, it's just another example of praxis, the optimization of classroom
Denmark," says McBride,
learning through practical application.
referring to Whittier's more than 50-year
According to statistics released by the Institute for International Exchange (lIE),
partnership with the DIS-Copenhagen
during the 2004-05 academic year. approximately 192,000 U.S. college students
program, which retains the strongest
pursued some program of study beyond this country's borders—the equivalent of about
student draw and provides for a selected
one percent of all those enrolled in post-secondary institutions. The goal of a recently
Whittier professor to serve as an on-site
introduced piece of legislation (The Abraham Lincoln Study Abroad Act, July 2006),
director, teaching courses in their
is to increase the annual number of students studying abroad to one million by the year
discipline in a Danish classroom.
2016 and to partner with higher education to aggressively market the benefits of and
"In recent years, however," adds
critical need for international exchange at the college level.
Assistant International Studies Director
But where the federal government is concentrating entirely on increasing the
Katie Hunter '05, herself an alumna of a
quantity of students in these programs. Whittier is equally focused on preserving the
language-intensive program in France,
quality of the experience.
"students seem more open to places off
For each student, there are several behind-the-scenes negotiations that must be
the beaten path—Egypt, South Africa,
made to ensure a smooth transition both into and out of an international program. For
Iceland, to name a few."
each prospective participant, the Office of International Studies helps in the research
Too, it seems that the ever-present
and identification of the program best tailored to the applicant, one that will fit with his
popular culture can bear some influence.
or hef academic field, provide related coursework that will transfer to Whittier, and still
According to Hunter, in 2000, just
deliver plenty of opportunities for other types of learning, whether that manifests in an
following the Sydney Olympic Games
internship, short-term travel, or living with a host family.
and subsequent airing of television's
Mike McBride, professor of political science and, until recently, director of
Whittier's Office of International Studies, notes that in a typical academic cycle, Whittier
will have close to 60 students enrolled in a variety of accredited international
programs—though last year, the program enrolled a record 90. Nearly all of these students
are on a one-semester tour, which means they will have roughly four months of immersion
in their selected destination. During that time, the pressure will be on to absorb every
drop of experience they can and to stretch the experience to its limits.
So, we now know they go, but just where around the globe do these Poets head?

reality show favorite "Survivor: Outback,"
the applications to Australian programs
spiked. That number has since fallen.
Today. Whittier has exponentially
expanded its education destination
offerings by partnering with several wellestablished affiliate abroad-program
providers, allowing students to select -3

POETS, POETS
EVERYWHERE!
This fait, Whittier
students are
studying in 14
different countries
including South
India, Iceland,
Greece, China, Egypt,
and South Africa.
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'.+ A TASTE 7SOMETHING DIFFERENT continued

from a range of 90 different schools in 24 countries. And no longer is multi-language
competency an issue; a majority of the programs now offered are English-speaking, in
many cases allowing for a greater range of disciplines, such as math and the sciences,
to be explored in greater depth.
Nor is foreign language instruction completely eradicated from the experience.
Aside from the daily immersion aspects that students will find outside the classroom—
simple tasks such as grocery shopping, using mass transit, and currency conversion—
many programs offer a multi-week intensive course in the country's native language,
an opportunity several Poets do grab. Additionally, Whittier does offer a number of
language-intensive programs through its affiliates; the most popular remain French and
Spanish, though programs offering the latter have largely expanded their locations from
just Spain to various countries in South America.
This fall, Whittier will have
installed 44 Poets in 14 different
countries over four continents.
The most popular programs will
be found in Spain, though scattered throughout four main cities,
and in Denmark, which continues
to be a solid draw for Whittier students and faculty alike.
In terms of the Copenhagen
experience, the range of students
the program continues to attract is
wide. Of the 10 enrolled this fall,
not a one is pursuing a similar
RSPECTIVE. Through the eyes of an American abroad, Ireland's quaint
field of study—the list includes a
mpte Bar storefront and cobbled streets capture another age—though the
music major, three Whittier
tives seem to rush by without a glance.
Scholars, a kinesiology major, a
business major, a sociology major,
and others—and the split between the sexes is just about even. The DIS program also
remains popular in terms of Whittier faculty, so much so that the on-site director position has operated on a waiting-list basis for a number of years. In fact, the position is
already filled through 2009.
And what of the actual experience of study abroad? If you chance to speak with
students who have just returned—even those whose overseas semester happened
decades ago—it is widely apparent that each has irrevocably changed in some
measure. Visible in their faces as they recall unique adventures, awesome sights, and
lively interactions with locals, audible in the undisguised emotion that colors their
descriptions of host families, new friendships, and affinity for a country not their own.
Some return with a greater maturity, secure in how they plan to utilize this experience
in their professional and personal lives; some with a better perspective of their own
place in the global spectrum as well as their country's; some with greater confidence
in their self-sufficiency and with the ability to laugh at themselves. But no matter the
destination or length of stay, all agree that the return on this investment of self, this
investment in intellectual and personal growth, is tenfold.
And, ultimately, what better celebration can there be than that in this declared
Year of Study Abroad?

In 2004, Paul Kjellberg, associate professor

of philosophy, served as the on-site Whittier
director for the 015 program. Kjellberg, his
wife, and young son took up residence in
their small assigned apartment in Denmark.
To document the trip for Whittier students
and colleagues back home, Kjellberg and
wife Margaret Weatherford wrote "The
Copenhagen Diaries," brief impressions of
their time abroad that were published in The
Quaker Campus. Following is an excerpt from
some of the entries.
DANE ASK, DTh1TF TELL
The Tibetan Book of the Dead says you spend
49 days in limbo between lives. The flight
from Los Angeles to Denmark is only 13 hours
and you don't even have to die, which is good
since we're not ready to trade these Lives in,
though they could use a good airing out.
Leaving is good because deciding
what to bring and what to leave is a useful
exercise in personal growth. A semester
is a good length of time to be gone
because it is long enough to put the past
behind you but not so long that

you or

other people forget who you were completely. Copenhagen is a good place to be
for a lot of reasons but let's start by saying
that it is small. You can walk from one
end of the city to the other in a couple
of hours, though you don't need to
because there are buses and subways
and bike Lanes everywhere.

DILIGENCE. A WESTERN B1
Just a block east of BLâgbrds Plads, at the
corner of two narrow residential streets
over a bank of leaded-glass windows, is a
long sign with the word "Diligencen" woodburned across it in the tumbleweed-gothic
lettering of the wild west. Underneath is
the English subtitle, "A Western Bar." You
almost think a cowboy will come crashing
through the window into the street.
Inside, Diligencen has the casual, smoky
atmosphere of a neighborhood honky-tonk.
Two men were playing a pool game we had
never seen before. It involved one red ball,
two white balls, and five little wooden pins,
arranged in a diamond at the center of the

------------------------------------

Our Moscow guide Sasha's comments
often revealed painfully mixed feelings
about what had happened in Russia. He
seemed reluctant to offer a conclusive
statement, for instance, about Stalin.
Though he could be called a mass murderer,

PAUL KJELLBERG

JAN TERM
Winter break of a global kind
Only three weeks in length, and offered at the time when

Sasha told us, Stalin's leadership of the

most students are still glazed over from December finals

republic was "rather effective." He was

and holiday-merrymaking, January Interim remains one of

also, according to Sasha, a true champion

the strongest draws during the academic cycle, in part because

table. Sometimes the men hit balls into

of the working class. He came from a poor

of the range of opportunities and level of interactive study, but

pockets. At times, they seemed to be trying

background, and when he died as head of

also because many of these courses offer foreign travel—a

to knock down the pins. At others, they

the party he had only a single pair of worn

chance to convert the world outside into a classroom and

seemed to be avoiding it. There seemed to

shoes and no money in his bank account.

make potentially dry subject matter spring to life.

be a great variety of choices, but we couldn't

Though he misused power, Sasha said cau-

quite make out how they stacked up. But

tiously, he did not profit from it personally.

Consider a few recent "Jan Term" destinations:

the opponents played with typical Danish

EUROPE. La Flâneur, taught by French professor Andy Wallis,

reserve, which prevented them from either

sends students on a three-week jaunt through Paris. Assigned

celebrating good shots or wincing at bad

A realization has gradually dawned on us

specific investigative projects related to course material covered

ones. Observing this impenetrable scene, we

that is worth sharing at this point: We

in the preceding fall semester, students live in, closely study, and

realized that without thrills or agony, there

are poor. Not we, Paul and Margaret, but

travel throughout the City of Lights with specific educational

was no way to tell victory from defeat. It was

we, Americans.

goals of describing distribution of ethnic groups, socio-eco-

just balls rolling around a table. From the

Danes love to complain about their

outside, we could never discover the rules or

taxes, which are close to 50°/ for most

even the goals of the game. What was needed

people. They get a lot of services, they

was communication between the cultures.

argue, but end up with less money of
their own in their pockets. But they are

nomic factors, and the various uses of public spaces.
MEXICO. Students taking business professor Dan Duran's
Managing Multinational Coiporations course use the first two-and
-a-half weeks of the term to grapple with high-level theoretical
questions surrounding impediments in managing a corporation

deluding themselves. The restaurants and
across cultural boundaries. They then cross into Mexicali, and
While you guys were savoring your one-day

cafes are jammed. People are spending

fall break, we endured a grueling three

money all over the place. Minimum wage

weeks off—four for people who didn't have

is the equivalent of $15 an hour. And

for approximately two-and-a-half days, experience a
marathon of theory in action. Visiting an average of eight
companies—from super-conglomerates, such as Sony and
midterms. The first thing we did was to go

even if the Danes end up with less take-

on a week's study tour to Russia. We some-

home pay, imagine not having to save for

how thought Moscow would be gray and

college, health-insurance, or retirement.

sullen, a backdrop for a movie about spies

"There are no very poor people here, but

or the Russian mafia. Instead, it was color-

there are no very rich people, either,"

ful and busy, full of millions of people

they say. But the harbors in the coastal

leading millions of lives.

towns above and below Copenhagen are

Russia seemed more foreign than

Mitsubishi, to native-owned and operated companies, to a
selection of maquiladoras, non-Mexican companies that manufacture in Mexicali and export their goods to the U.S.—the
students learn first-hand the difficulties inherent in laintaming a cohesive and productive environment when the
labor and management force comprises a lopsided mix of
indigenous and foreign peoples.

full of yachts and sail boats. And ordi-

SOUTH AMERICA. For political science professor

Denmark, and it wasn't just because the

nary people have summer homes in the

language and even the alphabet are differ-

country. In fact, people have bought up

Deborah Norden's course, Race, Religion, and Gender

ent. Even familiar things were strange there.

AL the country homes in Denmark and

in South American Politics, students explore the origins,

For example, the Russians call World War II

have begun to colonize southern Sweden.

organization, and political implications of the various

"The Great Ideological War" and consider

You keep hearing that America has

manifestations of diversity in South America. These

it primarily an attack on the Soviet Union,

the highest standard of living on earth.

academics then hop onto a 14-hour flight, zip across the

which makes sense when you consider that,

That may be true when you factor in the

equator to Chile and Argentina, and upon touchdown, imme-

of the roughly 60 million people who died

wealthiest one percent who get the enor-

diately begin to witness, absorb, and analyze these origins

in the war, about 27 million were Soviets,

mous tax cuts. But compared to the rest

still evident today, though with distinct and recent shifts,

more than 20 times the casualties of

of us, the Danes live like kings.

as noted by the most recent Whittier group's arrival con-

Britain, France, and the United States put
together. I wanted to ask someone how
Russia's history might have been different
without World War II but realized what an
impossible question it would have been if

current with the election of Chile's first female president.
With a singular focus in subject matter and little time for
the cultural immersion "extras" capable in a traditional
abroad program, these Jan Term offerings nonetheless
deliver a similar experience—in some cases bringing a

someone had asked me the same thing

greater intensity to the praxis precisely because of their

about the United States.

shorter duration. And that's a lesson well learned. •
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4 A TASTE OF SOMETHING DIFFERENT continued

WHITTIER ABROAD
Experiences from alumni and students

RACHEL (STOFF) PAAP '94, ENGLISH -3 I opted to live with a host family in their quaint
home located in a Paris suburb, an [experience] that provided me an intimate foundation. Host
mom Prisca introduced me to the world of homeopathy, growing your own tea leaves, Mozart's
"Les Noces de Figaro," and organic vegetarian meals, which fully enriched my departures and

On the Transition from America..
DANIELLE ORNER '07, WHITFIER SCHOLAR, SELF-DESIGNED
MAJOR COMBINING LITERATURE, THEATER, AND SOCIOLOGY
-* We lived in the East End of London, which is a place where
tourists never, ever go, and there were people there who have

arrivals chez elle.
MARILYN KYlE CRAFT '66, HISTORY AND MUSIC 9 I loved walking the city [of
Copenhagen], which always felt so very safe, even at night. During the fall a fellow Whittier
Choir member and I rehearsed and performed Handel's "Messiah" with a Danish community
chorus. We had to be alert to catch the page numbers, but they did sing it in English!

just come to Britain, or are first-generation British. And that
was the difference—when you're a tourist, you see all the big

ERIN RAISNER '07, POLITICAL SCIENCE AND SPANISH - Experiences not-to-be-missed in

stuff that everyone sees, but when you study abroad and actu-

Spain? I would say you have to go out and eat toast with olive oil, tomato and ham for

ally live with the people there, you live in their rhythms, really.

breakfast while in Andalucia, and that you must visit Madrid to see the Pa[acio Real, the
Prado, and the Reina Sofia.

KATIE HUNTER '05, ENGLISH AND FRENCH - It was odd,
adjusting to the cultural nuances in France. My host family kept

RACHEL (STOFF) PAAP '94 -* At the end of my first month, I had friends from Greece, Viet

advising me not to "smile on the street" so much—that men

Nam, Italy, Norway, Holland, Switzerland, Spain, Germany, and Korea. We initiated a weekly

would take that as an invitation. So, I became very conscious of

ritual called "Diner du Monde," whereby each of us brought food from our native country to

keeping my face expressionless. When I returned home, the first

share together. My contribution the first dinner was a box of "Cap'n Crunch" that I had paid

few weeks, my family wondered why I "seemed so bored" all the time.

far too much for at a big international supermarket. (Yes, typical American.) I'll never forget
my Italian friends Giuseppe and Vittorio teaching us to make tiramisu, and eating fresh bakla-

ERICA MESSIER '06, COMPARATIVE CULTURES 9 In

va with Despina from Greece.

Copenhagen, my host family's home was located north of the city,
about two hours by foot, bus, and train travel. I was a disaster

DANIELLE ORNER '07 & PAUL GALLAHER '07, MATH 9 We were there for Thanksgiving, which

the first day [of attempting coordinated modes of public transit].

doesn't exist in Britain, and so they had an international student dinner that was supposed to be

Eventually I figured it out and by the end was pretty good at get-

Thanksgiving. And we're all excited because we're missing out on the holiday back home, and we get

ting [around]. One thing about being thrust into a new culture

to the diningroom and they had decorated everything in red, white, and blue. There were Statues of

utterly and completely is you Learn it or you don't survive.

Liberty and flags everywhere, there were stars. They tried really hard, but it was hilarious.

ERICA MESSIER '06 4 My host family lived in a smaller town, in the middle of a forest

On the Immersion Experience...

between a beautiful lake and a gorgeous castle. My school was in the heart of the city surrounded by shopping, restaurants, and amazing architecture. I had friends living in the city

ALISON BILLROTH-MACLURGE 07, BIOLOGY -4 Christmas in

in townhouses, in the Danish dorms, in their own houses on the outskirts of Copenhagen. I

Denmark is the most amazing time. There is white snow all

felt I had the chance to experience all types of living arrangements there, and also appreciate

over the cobblestone streets, lights hung on every street and

both aspects of Danish life, the urban and rural lifestyles.

hot drinks and roasted nuts are sold on every corner. Whenever
my friends and I missed home, we would go to Tivoli (the
amusement park there) and enjoy the lights with a cup of hot
spiced wine, and just escape into the magic that is Hans
Christian Anderson's paradise.

On Travel While Abroad...
DANIELLE ORNER '07 & PAUL GALLAHER '07 -3 We went to 11 different countries, mainly to
big cities because the traveling is so easy there. We would just land somewhere and just have
our hostel and ticket out, and that's all we had planned. We went to Edinburgh on a train,
took a bus tour and hiked through Wales, took a plane to Dublin, took the Chunnel to Paris,
then onto Amsterdam. Mainly we'd get up in the morning and just walk the city.

PAUL RICHARDSON '79, ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE -9 Attending classes was just
the tiniest part of an incredible journey across Europe. Staring at an old German castle barely
visible through a snow storm; going to sleep on a night train out of Amsterdam; waking up
to spend the day in Austria; getting shoved out of the path of a Hulk Hogan-sized German

fräulein carrying 12 huge stems of beer at the Oktoberfest; traveling across The Old World.
These are memories that will last a lifetime.

ALISON BILLROTH-MACLURGE '07 -3 We had a week called "Study Tour," where you travel
with your program and explore areas of your study in a different country, so I went to Finland
to collect marine biology samples, and to Poland to visit hospitals and see an autopsy. On my

mas in Copenhagen.

MARILYN KYTE CRAFT '66 -3 I remember my satisfaction
when I purchased a Danish Advent calendar candle, with the
whole transaction in Danish! My language skills never advanced
beyond the rudimentary stages, but I was able to show courtesy in my day-to-day interactions.

To Sum Up....
ERIN RAISNER '07 - I think what surprised me most was how
lad Poets simp e the
local cuisine—in this case, Italian ice—while perusing the historic site for the XX Winter
Olympic Games.

VA BENE, SI On aquick, midsemestei jaunt to Torino, Italy,

much more Spaniards enjoy life. It is said that in the U.S. we
live to work, but in Spain they work to live, and it's completely
true. They may live a more simple life in some places, but the
people seem to live life to its fullest and enjoy every moment.

own and with friends, I also went to Sweden, Norway, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland,

NEIL DAVIDSON '68, POLITICAL SCIENCE 4 My experiences

France, Belgium, and Russia.

in Denmark encouraged me to pursue international business;
the end result was a career in global exporting, and personal

DANIELLE ORNER '07 & PAUL GALLAHER '07 -* We met this one girl at a hostel in Paris, and
and business travel to over 55 countries.
she told us about the underground catacombs, which aren't in the guidebooks. And it's the
weirdest thing. You're in the middle of Paris, and there are no signs—we had to walk around the

ALISON BILLROTH-MACLURGE '07 -+

square several times before we found the entrance into a little office. They sold us really cheap

The people I met not only taught me a lot about myself, but

tickets and pointed us toward a staircase—barely looking up from their newspapers. So we go

also the rest of the world's perspectives on the U.S. They

down this deep staircase, further down than the underground, and we're wandering and wander-

opened my horizons and heart to new cultures and beliefs that

ing until we finally hit it—up to your head walls of human bones stacked so nicely. All the

I would never have known otherwise. Growth only truly hap-

skulls are designed in patterns like hearts and crosses, in the walls with the other bones.

pens in the company of discomfort.

On Coursework...

turned me into a world traveler for the rest of my life.

PAUL RICHARDSON '79 -9 This experience was the spark that

MARILYN KYTE CRAFT '66 -3 In Copenhagen, we'd sit in Herr Danstrup's Contemporary European

ERICA MESSIER '06 -3 I am definitely less egocentric about

Politics class, and then [later that day] see him on the evening news! (Rather like having Jim Lehrer

the world we live in. Living abroad makes you open your eyes

as a teacher.) These classes gave me a framework for understanding politics for decades to come.

to different traditions. Letting that experience change you
allows room in your life for a mix of cultures and traditions that

PAUL GALLAHER '07 -3 There's a big difference between the math classes I took in London
and those I take at Whittier. Here, there's three people in my class, it's discussion with the

are important to you, without devaluing or negating any of the
ones you were brought up with.

professor, and you kind of help teach each other the entire time. The work is pretty intense
and there's a lot of things you cover. In London, one professor lectured to a class of 300, and

PAUL GALLAHER '07 -9 It seemed like in Europe, when peo-

you just went to class and took notes, then turned in your homework assignments every week.

ple talked to us they were really good about separating
American politics and us. They didn't identify us with any

RACHEL (STOFF) PAAP '94 -3 While studying 19th century French literature and art, history
literally came off the page as I walked down streets that still matched the descriptions in the
books of my required reading. I fell in love with impressionism through the collections at the

[American politics and policies], which is interesting because I
think a lot of Americans don't do that when people come here.
They never assumed we agreed with anything, or disagreed.

Musée DOrsay and learned to decipher between Manet and Monet.

RACHEL (STOFF) PAAP '94 -9 The experience was invaluable, and
changed me to the core. Besides the plethora of life experiences

On Learning the Language...

Living in Paris provided, one of the most palpable distinctions was

ALISON BILLROTH- MACLU RGE '07 -3 Though I did not know the slightest bit of Danish, I took the

going from the small, tightly-woven community of Whittier

language course for a year and can now speak it close to fluently. The Danes are incredibly good at

College where everyone knows your name, to this brand new

speaking English, but [seemed] very supportive of what I call "Danglish" (a mix of English and Danish).

foreign world. To me that assimilation was heart-warming, courageous, and resulted in a newfound independence as a 20-year-old.

ERICA MESSIER '06 -* Only when I arrived and was navigating the train stations, metros,

Returning to Whittier, I arrived with a feeling of accomplishment

restaurants, cooking directions, etc. did I realize knowing the language basics would be

and personal growth—oh, and an addiction to crêpes.

essential to surviving the abroad experience. For the most part though, there were plenty of
people who could and would help me, and my host family had many laughs teaching me to
count, and how to pronounce the city in which I lived.
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The views and ideas
they bring to class may be
more seasoned than those
of other students, plus they offer
perspective from an
entirely different country.
And that adds a whole

other dimension ,
to the classroom mix.
—Steven Cook, assistant professor of music

OFFERING
THE WORLD
AT WHITTIER
Each year when the statistics come out that profile the student
population at Whittier, there is a final line in the diversity category
called "international students." In general, the percentages attributed
to that category seem insignificant—running about five percent on any
given year. But upon closer inspection, you discover these statistics
indicate there's a veritable world congress happening here on campus.
These students hail from Bulgaria, Nepal, Latin America, the U.K.,
Canada, Armenia, and Korea, to name a few, and they have a host of
reasons for coming to the U.S. and to Whittier. But across the board,
each has a distinct background and exhibits compound characteristics
of drive mingled with hardship, ambition tempered with realism.

A Enrique Satas '06 and facutty mentor Dr. Steven Cook

TAKE FOR EXAMPLE Tatiana Mironova '07, who at 12 came to the U.S. and served as an unofficial translator for fellow Russians involved in an environmental awareness and nuclear
disarmament meeting. At 14, she spoke before 2,300 other "Peace Jam 2000" attendees about
her views on nuclear politics and her generation's responsibility to take care of the future.
Or musician Enrique Salas '06, who at 14, began teaching himself to play classical
piano—learning from books at first, then with a plastic keyboard. Years later he was able
to purchase his first piano—his pride and joy, and an acquisition representative of many
personal sacrifices. To attend Whittier College, though, Salas needed money and had to
sell his "beloved" piano. But he expresses no regrets and smiles while telling the story.
Or Fatos Radoniqi '06, a native of war-torn Kosova where, as an Albanian-Kosovan
he had to take classes underground in fear of Serbian discovery, but who emerged from
the experience with a greater determination to get the best possible education—an
American degree—so he can return to his native land and work for governmental change.
Every one of these international students is a credit to their country, and to Whittier
College. We are privileged to have them here as part of our campus community, and their
contributions are many and on a number of levels. While undergraduates, they have
served as tutors and resident advisors, and many have founded student clubs to further
enhance campus opportunities in their fields of study and interest.
For example, three-sport athlete Ulli Wermuth started the College's first table
tennis club. Seeing a chance to make a change in Whittier's student government
organization, Plamen Ganev ran and won a seat first as treasurer, then as ASWC
president. Recent transfer Ivan Ivanov represented Whittier in a highly-competitive
summer internship with Disneyland Resorts.
Ask any Whittier professor who's had an international student in one of his or her
classes and you'll get a similar response:
They are highly motivated and have a good idea of what they want to do after
•
graduation and how to get there.
Their academic preparation is superb. In many instances, their home country's
•
educational system propels them to greater challenges at an earlier age.
They tend to expect more from themselves and are notably competitive.
•
They may not be terribly vocal in their first year of classes, as they assimilate into this
•
new American world and language, but once they find their footing, they have a tendency to seize every opportunity that comes their way to fully engage in the lifestyle
of an American college student.
According to Darryl Foy '04, admission counselor for international students and
himself a native Brit, there's a key reason these students come into the Whittier experience with this greater sense of purpose.
"Unlike a U.S. student who takes a semester or year of study abroad, the international students are essentially committing to four years of sponsored residency, possibly
five if they take the optional year, a practical-training extension built into the program,"
he explains. "So when they get here, they arrive with a clear sense of purpose. They're
here to study."
"As a rule, these students grow up with a cultural emphasis on education that dictates
that competitive attitude toward academics that shows up in the classroom. Plus, while a
student's family will usually be quite supportive of the student's choice to study in the U.S.,
there's also this high expectation and pressure to succeed that goes along with that support. It's clear that they're here to study first, have fun second."

A Prof. Simon
Lamar discusses

'The allure and
economics with
beauty of the American Fatos Radoniqi '06.
college system is in its
fluidity. Here, students
can experiment, try
different fields, and model
their education on their own
goals and interests."
—Simon Lamar, assistant professor of economics
And these students feel an immense
gratitude toward Whittier College for
taking a chance on them; in nearly every
instance, the students are here on some
kind of scholarship that helps to pay for
an education that, in comparison with
their own countries, can far exceed the
annual family income.
This fall, the campus is home to
students from 17 countries who, in the
classroom, on the playing field, in
the arts, and in the residence halls,
contribute to the greater diversity of
Whittier's campus, making it even more
so a place of cosmopolitan thought and
activity, a place truly representing the
Quaker values of internationalism that
marks our venerable history.

OVER THE NEXT FEW PAGES, A HANDFUL OF THESE
REMARKABLE STUDENTS ARE BRIEFLY PROFILED.
ARTICULATE, OPTIMISTIC, AND DRIVEN, THEY
WILL MAKE YOU PROUD OF WHI1TIER COLLEGE
AND THIS COUNTRY, AND PERHAPS, LIKE THIS AUTHOR,
THEIR STORIES WILL TOUCH YOU IN WAYS UNEXPECTED.
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9 OFFERING THE WORLD AT WHITTIER continued

FATOS RADONIQI '06
HOMETOWN: GJAKOVA, KOSOVA
MAJOR: ECONOMICS
WHAT I THINK AN AMERICAN DEGREE CAN DO FOR ME: A

WHY U.S. STUDY: In the last decades my
country. Kosova, has passed through a
period of apartheid imposed by the
Serbian regime. In one measure taken
toward the annihilation of Kosova's [pri-

marily] Albanian population. Serbia
closed schools for Albanian students,
thus destroying the education system. As
a result my friends and'I were forced to
pursue an underground education.
Classes were held in tents, house basements, religious buildings, and so on.
Having gone through these hardships, I
always dreamt about being able to study
in the U.S., which we knew as the leader
of the world. With an education from
America, I would be best prepared to
fight for the rights of my nation.
During the open war which broke
out in 1999, I lost my father. Being the
only son made the whole plan to study in
the U.S. much more difficult, as I felt I
could not possibly leave my family alone.
However, both my mother and my sisters
insisted that I come.
only [considered] small liberal arts colleges, which I
thought would not just offer expertise in
one subject area, but rather give a better
understanding of the world in general.
And of course, the quality of the education
offered mattered a great deal. My search
left me with one choice only: Whittier
College. After visiting the campus, I was
impressed by the overall atmosphere. I got
the sense that this school of 1,200 students was just like a big family.

higher education degree from
the U.S., where most of the know-how comes from and where the 18 out of 20 best
universities in the world are located, is of a tremendous value anywhere in the world.
I think my academic preparation along with the experience of living abroad will
without a doubt put me in top of any list of job applicants.
THOUGHTS ON FACULTY: In

Europe, you would most likely wait for hours to meet a professor to discuss a strictly academic problem. At Whittier at one point, two different academic
departments were discussing ways to help me get through an immigration problem.
But I also found that it was easy to discuss an idea with a professor and get the professor so
interested that he would spend days with you researching a topic and pursuing a solution.
MOST SURPRISING THING I'VE LEARNED ABOUT MYSELF: I learned how resilient I am. I
would have never imagined that I would be able to get through so many obstacles
faced in the U.S. I feel that I have now learned how determined I am to achieve my
goal of making Kosova a prosperous country, where people won't face discrimination
and will be able to pursue their natural right of happiness.

CULTURE SHOCK: One thing I appreciate in the U.S. is that you don't really have to
change in order to be accepted; there are so many different people here. I admit, too,
that it was a bit hard to adjust to the different food, keeping in mind that I come from
a region where food is known to be very good. But I think I finally got used to it.
My perception of America has been and is that this is the land where the natural
rights of every human are respected more than anywhere else. I strongly believe that
if you want to be happy in America no one will try denying you that right.

FUTURE PLANS: Before I return to Kosova, I will get my graduate degree—I begin my studies this fall in the doctoral program in economics at Claremont Graduate University. Beyond
that, my plan has not changed; I will return home after my graduation and will see how
best I can apply my knowledge for the betterment of the life there. •

WHY WHI1TIER COLLEGE: I
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'Back home, education is like a tool given
to students so they can reinvent the
wheel over and over again;
in the U.S., you are told that the
wheel exists, and you are

encouraged to invent
something else."

ENRIQUE SALAS '06
I,

HOMETOWN: GUADALAJARA, JALISCO, MEXICO
MAJOR: MUSIC (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
THOUGHTS ON FACULTY: My

WHY U.S. STUDY: I

earned two degrees in

my country: electronics and music. I
worked as an engineer for AT&T in
Mexico, then taught electronics in a technical school for five years. At the same
time, I decided to study music at the university in Guadalajara. I was thinking
about going to the conservatory in Mexico
City, but in the end I decided to come
here and look for schools [to further my
music education]. It was my first time in
the United States.
I didn't know
anything about L.A., and when I arrived,
I spent my days taking the bus all over to
different schools. When I came to
Whittier, the first person I met was Dr.
Cook. I start telling him about how I'm
looking for a music program. So he told
me "play the piano" so he could see what
I can do; I played Ravel, which is difficult
[and] he was impressed with that. He
says, "Next Saturday, we have auditions
for scholarships, so you should come." So
I did and competed with about 20 other
people; I was the only pianist, but I won
the scholarship*.
WHY WHITTIER COLLEGE:

These two
years have been very hard for me. It's
not being so far away from my home; it's
money. I had to sell a lot of things in
order to be here... my car, my piano.., a
lot of things. I had saved money from
years and years of being a teacher, and
it was all spent my first year. So the second year, I didn't know how to pay. It
was a really hard time, and there was a
point when I didn't have any food to eat,
BIGGEST CHALLENGE FACED:

a place to sleep.

story is the story of any international student—no money,

no car, no computer. But [when I needed a job] Doreen O'Connor hired me to be her
assistant for modern lagueges. She gaypnethe, key to the offices—it was like
here I trust ygti and in the music department all the teachers there were so kind
to me when I despaired about how to pay for school, they helped me find a merit
scholarship—and that saved my life They became like my other family.
BEST WHITTIER EXPERIENCE, My

e'gior recital [focused on] Argentinian composer Astor
.
.. ....
Piazzolla s tango neuv&music It s not traditiona tango; he is a classical compose q a14
jazz and these two combirie And he created.eo4l4Wbnderful music but nobody knows
him For a year I worked so hatd on that recital with the chamber ensemble and I
[wrote] the arrangements And pele at the end were cryipgand said it was so beautiful and they were crazy about the music.
FUTURE PLANS: I want to promote Latin American music here. People in the U.S. have an
idea of Latin American music, like salsa—but there's also classical music, cntemporary,
tango nuevo, Mexican music. Brazilian—and probably that's my path right now. Playing
classical music is good for me, I love it, but I don't think I can make a career of that
because of my age. So now I think about working on these other types of music. I would
like to have a permanent ensemble, and tour several cities here, go to schools and give
lectures about the music of Latin America. And I think I can do it here, because people
will commit to that, because it's for the art, not the money. Money will come with it. But
it's really about wanting people to know this music because it's so wonderful.
For now, I have a two-month scholarship in Spanish literature and poetry at
Cuernevaca. At Whittier. I had the opportunity to take a Spanish minor, so I had wonderful theater classes, contemporary novel analysis. Spanish poetry and renaissance
music. That's why I'm so excited about this, because music is not just music, it's related to everything. And this is like a second career. I want also to be a writer—about
music and about literature. I would do both, somehow. I

"In Mexico you can get a degree,
but you never know if you're going
to get a good job or not—it depends
on your connections. I believe that
here you have more opportunities to
show your skills, and get
hired based on [your merit]."

* Enrique was the recipient of a Millbanks Gobar Endowed Scholarship in Music.
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* OFFERING THE WORLD AT WHITTIER continued

TATIANA MIRONOVA '07
HOMETOWN: CHELYABINSK, RUSSIA
MAJOR: ECONOMICS & BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
resident advisor, an internship this past spring with Edward Jones, one of the biggest
individual investment brokerage companies, and I've just finished a summer internship
working on Wall Street for Oppenheimer & Co.
WHY U.S. STUDY: Several

reasons, but one
is that professors in Russian universities
are very "old school," so the economics
that they teach is really old Soviet, postSoviet era. I wanted an education that
would open my perspective, to learn from
those who actually are creating the
science, rather than those who just follow
it and are several decades behind.
was really
interested in experiencing cutting edge
science, to be in some place where the
new age was evolving. Looking at U.S.
locations, I realized that California, with
Silicon Valley. [revolutionary] companies
like Yahoo, and as producer of 25 percent
of the U.S. gross domestic product, was
the best place to be. Things are just boiling here.
WHY WHITFIER COLLEGE: I

BEST PART OF AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: In

Russia you have to be somebody to
become yourself—through social status,
economic status. You have to be at a pretty advanced level to express who you are.
Here, it's the opposite; you have to be
yourself in order to gain something.
When you are not as confident, when you
are not true to yourself, people feel it
here. That's why I completely believe this
is the land of opportunity because really
if you are true to yourself, all the doors
are open to you.

THE CULTURAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AMERICANS AND RUSSIANS:

The hardest thing I
found in my first year—and I think this [applies to] all Europeans, actually—is that in
Russia, if someone asks "how are you," you sit down for three hours and talk. You open
your soul to them, they open their soul to you; otherwise, why would you ask? Here, if
someone asks "how are you doing," you have, like, one second to respond—people are
flying down the hallways. It was really hard for me to get used to that.
ON WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT: International students are very
competitive; it's how we were brought up. To succeed you have to be competitive, and
be excellent in everything you do. Lots of people don't always take into consideration
how much hardship international students have adapting here, finding themselves here.
That's why we're more competitive in classrooms and might be perceived as geeks or
nerds. We are coming to the U.S. with a goal of education; everything else is just surface for us. Most of us don't have any stability here—financial or other. So in many ways,
we are truly the creators of our own destiny.

FUTURE PLANS: Right

now, I want to work for two years in an analyst position for one
of the top American investment banks. What I've noticed is that if you find the right company, one that fosters a culture that has the best fit for you, you can just bloom. So I'm
researching companies like Goldman Sachs and Merrill Lynch. Then I want to get my
M.B.A. in the U.S. and travel to China, to study the development of emerging markets in
Asia, which are more speculative as compared to here. I don't necessarily want to stay
in the U.S. indefinitely, but I like to be where things are boiling, something is going on.

"When you travel the
you become a

world,

citizen of the
world."

Look at me—my first year*, I worked
in the Office of Student Financing; my
English was so bad I was afraid to pick up
the phone. Now I've had two years as a

* Scholastically advanced, Tatiana entered Whittier College when she was just 16 years of age.

PLAMEN GANEV '06
HOMETOWN: DRYANOVO, BULGARIA
MAJOR: ECONOMICS & GEOLOGY (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
MOST DIFFICULT TRANSITIONAL ELEMENT: In

WHY U.S. STUDY: I

really wanted to come

to this country—I fell in love with the
English language, even though I started
learning it late (at 14(. And though I
felt I had a pretty strong academic
background, I knew that the Bulgarian
higher education system was lacking
and that I wouldn't have gotten as good
an education if I stayed.
WHY WHITTIER COLLEGE: I

was really set

on applying to American schools, so I
knew I had to prepare. We had a family
friend who lived in Los Angeles and
invited me to stay while I was taking the
SATs and TOEFL classes, and I toured
around several small colleges. I remember
the first time I went to Occidental, and I
knew right away I didn't like the campus.
But with Whittier, I liked it right away. I
liked the environment.
Since I had been in
America and to the campus the year
before, I didn't have as much of culture
shock as other international st nts
who get off the plane at LAX take the
shuttle to Whittier, and don't know what
to expect Classes were hard at first
transition from high
mostly it was
school to college and yea speaking in a
different language 24/1Wäs interesting
and challenging. But IlAdid
l l fine, rnY

But I realized that basketball would not take me far; I'm not going to become a professional player. So I knew that sooner or later I had to make that decision to focus on my
academics.
MOST MEMORABLE WHITTIER EXPERIENCE:

NONTANA

For now I'm continuing with geology, focusing on academics in a
Ph.D. program at USC. I know that I won't be sitting behind my computer for the rest
of my life—I learned that in my research internship last summer; I have to be with
people, maybe teaching for a while at a small school like Whittier. Ultimately, though,
I'd like to get into some kind of consulting and use my economics background and
FUTURE PLANS:

studies as well. •

With a strong
ucation,I don't
feel like there are
9,
0
borders for me

SOFIA

PrONTO

110

PEON

VRACA

grades were good, and I waaiappy.

Every position I've had [resident advisor,

treasurer, then president, of the Associated Students of Whittier College] is something
I'm proud of and will always remember. Just the fact that I got involved, and I've done
everything I could to contribute to the betterment of the environment.

CULTURE SHOCK:

VIDI

Bulgaria, I was really involved at school:

student body president my senior year, valedictorian, captain of the basketball team for
four years. My first year, I was really planning on playing basketball—I even met with
Coach Carter when I visited. But when I started my first semester I chose not to tryout
for the team. That was one of the hardest things to do. Back home, I had played every
day since I was six, then I get on the airplane and I fly over here and it just all stops.
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9 OFFERING THE WORLD AT WHITTIER continued

ULLI WERMUTH '06
HOMETOWN: MAINZ, GERMANY
MAJOR: SOCIAL WORK

WHY U.S. STUDY: My parents have the
opinion that studying in a foreign
country is an important learning
experience, and I am the youngest of
four brothers [all of whom] lived in the
US at some point in their life. I was
following in their footsteps.

WHY WHITTIER COLLEGE: My

older brother graduated from Pomona and played
baseball against Whittier. Baseball is
such an important part of my life*, and I
knew that I would have a chance to
make the team at a small Division III
school. In Germany baseball can only be
played during the summer because the
fall and winter are very cold and rainy
and the good weather was definitely
very attractive to me as well.

leader, a reading tutor, a track sprinter, a baseball and soccer player, and a counselor
for mentally ill children. I was also the founder of the Whittier College Table Tennis
Club. But most importantly, I was a friend of many people with very different backgrounds.
THOUGHTS ON FACULTY: Professors

at Whittier have a greater interest in their students
as individuals and really assist them to the best of their abilities. I was invited to many
professors' homes during my four years at Whittier, and I got to know them very well.
In Germany I would have only been a number that nobody cared about.
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN U.S. AND GERMANY: The opportunity to learn from different cultures is greater in Europe, and people have a greater understanding of the
world. From Whittier one has the possibility to reach the beach, mountains or desert
within a few hours of driving; from my home town in Germany, however, I can reach
six different countries within six hours of driving.

An extreme cultural difference that I quickly noticed was the different attitudes
towards violence and sex. In Germany one rarely sees violence but can always see
nudity on TV; in the US one can never see nudity but always can see violence.
FUTURE PLANS: A

master's degree in the United States. I am so used to the American
way of learning that it would be difficult to adapt to Germany again. •

WHAT HAVE YOU GAINED FROM THE EXPERIENCE: Living

and studying at Whittier has
greatly expanded my horizons. I am now
much more culturally competent, which
allows me to think outside of the box and
makes me aware that cultures are the
way they are for many reasons that are
not always easy to understand. I am now
almost fluent in English and that willbe a
great advantage for me in many ways.

'The American 'college experience'
was just how I had imagined it to be, and I
really enjoyed that education and SpOrtS
are so closely related here.99

BEST PART OF WHITTIER EXPERIENCE:

There were so many opportunities to get
involved, and I did many activities that
have had impact on [the scope of] my
learning. I was an orientation week

*In Germany, Ulli played baseball
for championship teams at the national and international
competitive youth and junior levels; he also played for the German National Team.

TAN IVANOV '09
HOMETOWN: SOFIA, BULGARIA
MAJOR: WHITTIER SCHOLARS PROGRAM: MUSIC BUSINESS

THIS FALL, WHITTIER COLLEGE welcomed seven
new international students to campus from coun-

'U.S. STUDY: I

decided to come to America because of many
:ons: liberal educational system and better career opportus, a place where I could develop not only academically but
tually and physically as well. I also needed a place that
value my professional interests along with my personal
. It was definitely something that I've always wanted to do
I didn't even bother taking exams for the universities back
e. And because I had been talking about going to America
e I was little, my parents were ready for this.

Many students from my high school
e here; Whittier College is very well known in the world. I
went to a small, private, liberal arts college in the Midwest,
I learned that schools in small towns are not for me. It was
a matter of time before I transferred.
WHITTIER COLLEGE:

PART OF WHITTIER EXPERIENCE: I

made the swim team in
lirst semester; it was great being part of that team and I

the Whittier pool. This, summer, I got an internship at
eyland [through] Whittier. The truth is Whittier College is
you make it. I try to make the best of because I know
I want and I know how to get it.

JGHTS ON FACULTY: I have

to admit that some of my teachack home were my friends, people that I actually hung
with. Here, professors are the people who care about you

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN U.S.

tries as far away as Japan, as close as Bermuda,

AND BULGARIA: The minute my plane
landed in the U.S. I knew I was home! I

official start to Fall Orientation, the students had a

never had a doubt about it. Life was
new, different and so many things were
happening that I didn't have time to feel
homesick. As an international student, I
had to learn a whole new lifestyle- from
how to eat, what to eat, and why I eat it,
to how to pay my bills online and how to
maintain a good credit score. It's a brand
new life. For some of us, maybe even a
second chance.
In the beginning, everyone is a little
lost. The only way to survive is to ask
questions. Sometimes, stupid questionsquestions that a four-year-old would ask
their dad. But international students come
here and have to gain all that knowledge
from friends and people around. Our parents can't help us with that.

and as exotic as Morocco. Arriving a day before the

brief chance to acclimate to their new home before
the general rush began.
They also had the
chance to finally come
face-to-face with their
admission counselor,
Darryl Foy '04, who, for
the preceding several
A TELLING IT LIKE IT IS.

months, had been an

With dry British wit and
stoic reflection on his
own experiences, Foy

instrumental part in
their journey to this

counsels newly-arrived

American campus, help-

international students

ing them through the

about immersion into both
country and college.

application process, giving guidance in terms of

necessary governmental documents, and answering their various questions about what life will be
like at Whittier College.
As a former international student at Whittier—his
native country is England—Foy has solid understand-

FUTURE PLANS: America is definitely the
"land of opportunities" and I'm staying
here. L.A. is my home now, and I want
to work in the music industry once I
get my degree. I chose this place very
carefully, and I can't imagine living
anywhere else. lk

try to give you a piece of their knowledge, but most of
i know nothing about my personal life, my friends or the
Ds I like to go to, forexámple. The relationships here are
professional.

ing of what these seven will face in the ensuing
months. But he also has a realistic attitude toward
what it will take to be successful in this chosen path,
and consequently has excellent advice to share.
"Sure, the adjustment can be tough," he notes.
"But it took these students guts to get here. It
will take an equal amount of guts to make it
through the next four years. What I tell them at
the start is this: Don't fall into the trap of only
hanging around fellow internationals. Rather, get
out into campus, join a club or sports team, and
take the opportunity to really live in this culture.
The total experience will be worth its weight in
gold, both on a personal and professional scale.
"For me, attending Whither meant that I got the best

66 Coming to

-and

U.S.—it's really a

new life. For

education I could possibly get; I know that. But the
experience would have been diminished if I had only

some of us,

maybe even a second

interacted with other foreign students. I made the

99

chance.

choice to come to college in America, but I also
made the effort to live an American lifestyle. And
really that's the most sound advice I can pass along."
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THE SEVEN PERCENT SOLUTION
NEED A SUBHEAD

FOR THE THIRD CONSECUTIVE YEAR, The

tally of $6,510,882—a difference pri-

Whittier Fund exceeded its annual dollar

marily attributable to the decrease in

goal, set for 2005-06 at $1,080,000.

bequests received during the 2005-06

When all the gifts were tallied, though,

fiscal cycle.

we found our generous donors had con-

goal: $1,080,000

7% increase

In terms of alumni participation rate,

tributed a total of $1,089,553. Overall,

3,321 Whittier Poets chose to make a gift

The Whittier Fund finished the year

this year, increasing our participation

seven percent ahead of last year.

rate to 24 percent, up from last year's

Total support for the year reached
$5,632,741, down from last year's final

contributed: $1,089,553

ALUMNI PARTICIPATION

rate of 21 percent. Sincere thanks to all
our generous donors and friends!

2005: 21%
2006:24%

3% increase

REUNION CLASSES: 0+HAVE

YOU MADE YOUR GIFT?

MAKING PLANS TO ATTEND WHITTIER WEEKEND, OCTOBER 19 - 22? If you are having a milestone reunion, help your
class win one (or all!) of the reunion giving competitions: The Participation Award, The John Greenleaf Whittier Society Award,
The Stretch Award, and The Whittier Fund Award. For more information, or to make a donation via the internet, please visit
www.whittier.edu, and click "give online."

RECENT GIFTS & GRANTS TO WHITTIER COLLEGE
WHITTIER COLLEGE RECEIVED an important boost to the Campus Center
project in August when The Rose Hills Foundation generously agreed to
grant $1 million to the new facility. The new center, profiled in the Spring
2006 issue of The Rock, will greatly enhance the student experience at
Whittier College and create a significant architectural addition on campus.
The Whittier Class of 2006 surpassed their predecessors in a bountiful
senior class gift. The total raised by students was $6,967, and for the second consecutive year, the Alumni Board matched the seniors' efforts to
increase the overall 2006 gift to $8,967.

flit tie

ae

Reviewing the roundup of generous gifts made by our donors,

.ccr'

('lasS

of

2006

Whittier College received more than $330,000 to fund current scholarships and $310,000 in endowment for scholarships, significantly

-

BIG FINISH. Graduating seniors Marissa Vigil (center) and Rhoda Lopez tender the 2006

increasing the number of quality but needy students who can now con-

Senior Class Gift to President Herzberger at the Senior Reception. (Dollar amount shown

tinue and complete their education at Whittier.

did not include gifts made after the event date.)

>> GIFT RECEIPT. THERE'S STILL TIME TO MAKE YOUR 2006 REUNION REALLY
COUNT; TO CONTRIBUTE A GIFT ONLINE, GO TO WWW.WHITTIER.EDU

FROM THE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT

ERIK STEGMAN '04
PRESERVING TRUTH, JUSTICE,
AND THE AMERICAN (INDIAN) WAY

GREETINGS FROM WHITTIER COLLEGE!
I remember the first time I had the opportunity to travel

Travels for 2007. The first, a tour of

out to Second Mesa. The small, hand-tended corn fields

Ireland's Ennis and Kilkenny, is slated

had all been recently harvested and the winter was closely

for June 23 - July 4; the second, a visit

approaching. Little did all of us realize in the end of

through China and the Yangtze River, is

November that the temperatures in the high desert of the

set for September 17 - September 29.
I would also like to take a moment

Hopi reservation could drop to below freezing. Did we
dress for it? No, of course not, we're from Los Angeles!

to publicly recognize and thank

But, we were hearty law clerks, and all of us had been

Jeannette Wong '81 for her dedication

looking forward to our week of deliberations with the justices

and commitment during the last two

on the Hopi Appellate Court all semester. We were there as

years as Alumni President. Throughout

students in the Hopi Clinic, part of the Tribal Legal

Jeannette's term, she served our alumni

Development Clinic at the UCLA School of Law. The professor for

body, as well as the College with passion,

the clinic is a justice on the court, and we spent the semes-

vision, and tenacity. Jeannette, we appreciate

ter learning about the constitutional structure of the Hopi

What an exciting school year this has

your time and your talents... thank you for

Tribe, customary law, and legal drafting skills. Each of us was

been! Our new president, Dr. Sharon

always being willing to give of yourself for

assigned one or two civil or criminal cases and after pouring

Herzberger, continues to engage and

the betterment of Whittier College and the

hours of our time into researching the facts of the case, Hopi

Alumni Office.

law, and drafting memos for the Justices, we had one goal: to

encourage all members of the Whittier
College family, as she moves forward with

As we continue to move forward, I

get our opinion signed as part of Hopi common law.

will periodically update you on the

This summer, I'm working on federal Indian law cases

Although the College seems quieter

progress and activities of the Alumni

before the U.S. Supreme Court as a law clerk for the Native

and void of activity without the students

Office, the College, and the Alumni Board.

American Rights Fund in Washington, D.C. After working

here during the summer months, the

Should you have any questions or

for the Hopi tribal courts for the past year, I have a new

Alumni Office has been just as busy as

comments, or if you are interested in

sense of responsibility to the American Indian communities

they always are, organizing and executing

getting involved with the Alumni Board,

that are affected by such decisions. Every day I draft a memo

our fall and winter calendar, as well as

please contact alumni@whittier.edu.

for my supervising attorney, I can't help but remember the good

her vision for our future.

times I had in Dr. Neu's law courses at Whither. Whenever he

preparing for the year ahead. As you read

this, Whittier Weekend 2006 is just about

would mention the "dormant commerce clause," you could see

to begin, and the expanded program this

the unnerved look in most of our eyes. Although his courses

year offers some wonderful new activities

Jose Casillas '87

challenged us in new ways of thinking and analysis, Dr. Neu

to mix in with our old memories. Looking

Alumni Association President

couldn't have given us a better advantage in the competitive

ahead, I encourage each of you to consider

world of law school.

joining one or both of our planned Poet

FOR THE LOVE OF POETS
Did you meet your life's mate while at Whittier College?
The Alumni Office is currently seeking all Poet alumni couples who
met in college and subsequently tied the knot for a prospective event to
be held on or around February 14, 2007. To add your names to our guest
list, please e-mail or call the Alumni Office by December 31, 2006.

PICTURIlGJUSTICE. Stegman (second from left) worked alongside Hopi
Appetate court Justices Sekaquaptewa, Humetewa, and Loniayesva.

THERE'S STILL TIME TO ATTEND WHITTIER WEEKEND 2006; WALK-UP REGISTRATION
WILL BE AVAILABLE THROUGH SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21.
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
ELECTS NEW PRESIDENT

of Jeanette Wong's
term of service as Alumni Association
president this past May, a new successor
has been officially appointed by the
WITH THE CONCLUSION

Association's executive board. Stepping
into the role is Jose Casillas, an alumnus
of the Class of 1987 and William Penn
Society, who has diligently served on the
board for the past four years.
"Jose has been an outstanding asset
to the association," noted Alumni
Relations Director Theresa Rivas. "His

NOT GOODBYE, BUT FARE WELL
May 2006 marked the final month of service for Alumni
Association President Jeanette Wong '81. Over her two-year
term helming the Association, she has served on the Benefits
and Finance Committee, worked to increase mentorship and
networking opportunities through the Alumni On Campus
Committee, and led the executive board council through a
number of initiatives, including two consecutive years of
senior class gift matching.
Her leadership has been invaluable to this organization
and to the College in general, and we are grateful that she
has decided to remain a member of the Association's executive
board for the year ahead, contributing her expertise, her
work ethic, and her infectious smile.
Cheers to you, Jeanette!

commitment and allegiance to Whittier's
well-being is evident in every task he's
undertaken or led for the board as well
as for the Penn alumni group. I look forward to working with him on a number
of successful alumni projects and plans
in the two years ahead."
For more than 15 years, Casillas has
been a senior administrator within the
healthcare industry's corporate sales
and marketing divisions: first with
CareAmerica, where he developed more
than 170 accounts with a multi-million
dollar annual premium; then later, with
Kaiser Permanente, where he had oversight of national accounts and large
group sales, successively. With Kaiser,
Casillas' role also included development
of strategic marketing and advertising
plans from concept to execution stages;
acquisition and maintenance of new corporate accounts—in particular building
community partnerships; and creation and
presentation of internal and external educational and training materials. He is
fluent in Spanish, received his undergraduate degree in psychology, and
previously served as chair for the
William Penn Society Alumni Association.
When approached in 2002 for
membership on the College's alumni
board, an enthusiastic Casillas said:
"I transferred to Whittier College after a
couple of years attending a Cal State
University, and the move was a lifechanging experience that I will forever
cherish. I am grateful for having had the
opportunity to attend this wonderful
institution, and I welcome the opportunity
to be part of the alumni board and assist
in its efforts.. to make the Whittier
experience possible for others."

CREATING
LOCAL,
THINKING
GLOBAL
4 ANDREW

SALOMONE '04

CULTURE CLUB. Salomone (right) discusses his
artwork with National University of Ireland
President Iogniid O Muircheartaigh (left) and
renowned artist John Baldessari (center).

MOST PEOPLE CHOOSE TO move to a rural,
isolated area to get away from the constan
pressures of city life, but in my experience
over the last two years, I found the opposi
to be true. I received an MFA from the
National University of Ireland in the spring
but the campus I attended was not part of
National University's main campus in
Galway; it was a little art college in
Ballyvaughan, County Clare, a rural village
on the west coast.
The greatest impact on my life in
Ireland was being part of a small communit
It made me aware of the huge influence
each individual can have on the world. In a
time when all major and catastrophic event
that occur in the world are instantly transmitted into our homes, I think it is easy to
feel the things we do in our everyday lives
have no real impact on the rest of the won
When you live in a small village, everything
that happens in the village effects everyon
Being aware of this made me think about
how my actions would affect other people i
the village before I acted. As an artist, this
experience has been critical to the way I
produce work. It has made me realize that
when we express ourselves to others, we ar
not just influencing a local or isolated audi
ence, we are addressing the whole world.
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>> WHITTIER WANTS YOU: VOLUNTEER FOR ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES
BY CONTACTING THE ALUMNI OFFICE, 562.907.4222.

01,
BEYOND PHILADELPHIA & PENN

HAWAII ALUMNI
CHAPTER

REGIONAL CHAPTER UPDATES

HAWAII
HAWAI'I POETS WELCOMED

President

Sharon Herzberger and her husband Dr.
David Herzberger, and Alumni Relations
Director Theresa Rivas at a special
"double" reception held in July at the
beautiful Oahu Country Club.
The Hawai'i Alumni Chapter hosted
their annual send-off reception for all
incoming students and their parents; in
total, 11 new Poet-Hawai'ians headed
out to Whittier in the fall. It was truly
a family affair with current students
providing lots of healthy insight into
the current scene at Whittier and Dr.
Herzberger's timely information about the
academic, athletic, and performing arts
opportunities as well the up coming
additions to the physical plant. She has
a wonderful spirit and energy about her
and Hawai'i's new students certainly
were rewarded with her gracious and
open participation. For many of us,
the whole event brought back fond
memories and the excitement of that
first trip to campus.
After the send-off reception, more
alumni arrived for a reception to meet
Dr. Herzberger. Alumni as far back as the
60s and as far away as Kona attended,
and Dr. Herzberger shared new and
exciting things happening on campus,
such as the Stauffer dorm renovation
and remodeling of the CI. She praised
the Hawaii Chapter for our December
service project (in which she participated)
and encouraged boosting our financial
participation to the College. In fact, she
even proposed the "Pineapple-Apple"
Cup challenge?! Well, Hawai'i has never
faced a challenge we couldn't meet or
beat, but we also think that we may
have even more to offer if we combine
our skills, information, and expertise with

the Washington group to help other
alumni build their own local and regional
chapters. We do laud Dr. Herzberger for
laying this groundwork, though, because
we know it will serve to motivate us
even more to work for the greater good
for Whittier College. STAY TUNED!!!
Thank you to Whittier Trustee
Steven Al '76, for hosting these two
events at the Oahu Country Club. The
food was delicious and sunset and slight
mist made for a beautiful setting. A true
picture of paradise for the Poet President!

WASHINGTON
only notify a mailing
list near the greater Seattle area, we
changed our name from Pacific Northwest
to Washington State Whittier College
Alumni Chapter. So apologies to those
who hear of our group and have not
had invitations to events. Last week a
delightful couple came up from Oregon
for an event feeling slighted because of
the name change. Feel welcome.. .even
if you are from Hawai'i.
Speaking of Washington events, the
seventh annual summer picnic was
again held at Trustee Ken Greenbaum's
('53) home on the shores of Lake
Washington, Medina. . just down the
street from Bill Gates, the http// guy.
President Herzberger and husband David
queued up for BBQ burgers right along
with 80 of her closest new friends,
and introduced our Hawai'i-Washington
Apple-Pineapple Cup challenge.
Incoming students, current students,
alums and families mingled, ate, and
washed it down with Trader Joe's
recent vintage, but not before Dr.
Herzberger praised the attendance,
enthusiasm, and gracious host Ken. Let
it be known that above his participation
SINCE WE GENERALLY

WASHINGTON
ALUMNI CHAPTER
V

as a Whittier trustee
and past ASB president ('53, and he
doesn't look a day
over 53), he has
opened his home,
and even his guest
presidential suite, to
his fellow alums.
Ken and his equally
gracious wife Betsy prepare the house,
provide the food, even provide daughter
Cindy '80 to BBQ the food. Ken does
grab the microphone easily and share
his enthusiasm; radio advertising for
Greenbaum Home Furnishings has now
jumped a generation, and Ken seems
eager to regain the podium. When the
opportunity again arises for the summer
picnic, don't miss out, because Ken's
already agreed to host next year, and
you never know when he'll say "no."
Looking back, our group has been
hanging together for almost 20 years,
starting when Kris '68 and Ed Dobbyn '69
hosted a visit by the then-College
president. We are of diverse backgrounds, interests, and ages, but we
share something. Perhaps it is as
vague as "nice people", but whatever,
we have had a lot of fun as a core
group planning, talking, even doing
business together. We do various
activities but mostly of a social
nature. We sort of think of ourselves
as the goodwill ambassadors for the
College in this far off land.

FRUIT CUP
At the Washington
and Hawai'i Chapter
events, President
Herzberger challenged
attendees to lead in
supporting Whittier
each year. A friendly
competition, the
state with the higher
participation rate
(the percent of each
state's alumni who
made a gift, regardless of size, during
the year) would be
recognized on a
traveling trophy, the
Apple-Pineapple (or
Pineapple-Apple) Cup.

>> CHAPTER IT UP TO JOIN THE HAWAI'I STATE CHAPTER, E-MAIL DSHIMIZU@HAWAILRLCOM;
TO JOIN THE WASHINGTON STATE CHAPTER, E-MAIL KRISDOBBYN@COMCAST.NET
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-9 To submit a note for Poet to Poet, please send
MARRIAGES &
COMMITMENTS
Guy Cerasoli '94 and Sarah "Nicki" Herbert '97,
May 20, 2006. -+ Sean Lilly '94 and Gunella Faradu,
July 30, 2005. -*Deana Shivley '94 and spouse, May
19, 2006. -*Toni King '95 and Daniel Ridley, March
5, 2006. -*Courtney Lenhard '97 and Marco
Mindemann, July 24, 2005. -Robyn Matcher '97
and T.J. Schmidt, July 3, 2006. -*Brent Moore '97
and spouse in October of 2005. -+Peter Pietryka '97

your information to your class agent (contact information is listed at the start
of each class year). If there is no class agent listed, please send your news
directly to therock@whittier.edu or to Whittier College Office of Alumni
Relations, P.O. Box 634, Whittier, CA 90608.
The Rock reserves the right to edit all class notes for length and clarity.
Engaged? Expecting? Please let us know after the fact, and we'll be thrilled to

and CLaudiane Meire Scares, March 17, 2005.

-+Jessica Poulse '97 and Shawn Fitzpatrick '98 in
August of 2004. -*Alisha Ledlie '01 and Jeffrey Bent
in September of 2005. -*Heather Thorpe '05 and
Dennis Dionne '05, June 3, 2006.

share your news. Until then, we regret we cannot publish this information.

BIRTHS & ADOPTIONS
To Dennison Ang '90 and Michelle (Lineman) '94,
a son, Joseph Johnson, April 12, 2006. -*To Perry and

Renee (Klund) Ursem '88, a daughter, Samantha
Joy, May 18, 2006. -*10 Jennifer and Tim Biby '94,
a son, Maxson James, July 19, 2005. -*To Aaron '93
and Ellen (DeLacey) Hathaway '94, a daughter, Lola
Marguerite, April 28, 2005. 410 Kirsten (Larsen)
Scott '94, a daughter, Indianola May, September 28,
2004. -*To David and Janine (Kramer) Madera '96,
a daughter, ELiana, March 11, 2004. -*10 Howard and

Lisa (Alber) Fite '97, a son, Ethan Carter, November
12, 2005. -*10 Kevin and Marissa (Leong)
Ruminson '97, a daughter, Ella, date unknown.
-*To Claudiane and Peter Pietryka '97, a son, Peter
Joseph, May 28, 2005. -*To Judi and Damon Scorno
'97, a daughter, Jianna Sole, October 4, 2005. -+Io

Audrey (Whitehead) Waugh '97, a son, Aiden
Matthew, July 7, 2006. -*To Keith and Stephanie

(Rowley) Hartley '98, a son, Cooper Ross, September
7, 2004. -*10 Aimee Gin '03, a son, Andrew, in
February of 2006.

CLASS NOTES

'28

Class Agent:
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

'43

Class Agent:
Mr. Lee H. Mahood
58 Pepperwood Way
Soquel, CA 95073-2630

'49

Class Agent:
Vivian (Fallis) Woodward
8334 Calmosa Avenue
Whittier, CA 90602-2833

Bill Eichelberger volunteers at the library, practices
the piano, plays on the internet, takes long walks, and

Harriet Curtis lives in Banning and is a retired ele-

reads. Last November he flew to Panama for a week.

traveling, friends, volunteering, and church work. She

-,Betty (Holbrark) Davidson writes: "I'm busy using
Medicare funds to repair many problems." -*Chuck
McEvers is "slowing down but still plugging along."

-*Phyllis (Pipkin) Blakemare celebrated her 61st
wedding anniversary and welcomed her first great
grandchild within this last year. She volunteers and
travels. -*Mary (Whitlock) Joyce lives in El Cajon
and keeps busy visiting and taking care of friends.

'48

Class Agents:
Buck C. Jarnagan
539 West Puente Avenue, Apt. 2
Covina, CA 91722-6703
Bill R. Lee
5413 Mavis Avenue
Whittier, CA 90601-2122

mentary school teacher who enjoys reading, gardening,
also helps in a soup kitchen, PEO, and participates in
a book club.

'50

Class Agent:

Elwyn "Ed" Dyer
2841 Coleridge Drive
Los Alamitos, CA 90720-4012

Norma Jeanne (Batson) Strobel retired from teaching at Santa Ana College after 30 years. She still
teaches part time and is taking classes in Photoshop,
piano, organ, swimming, and salsa dancing. -*Robert
Beauchamp loves retirement. -*Ken Chambers had
a good time at his class's 55th reunion and hopes to
make it to the 60th. -.*Claudia Darinyton retired and
spends time with her two children, three grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren. -Rose (Durston)
Price plays bridge, visits her grandchildren, and
lunches with friends. -.*Bob Fitzgerald writes:

Mary (Hurt) Millican writes: "Friends, I never have
seen so many genuinely happy smiling faces as in the
last issue of The Rock. So much good news! Best wishes
on future successes."

Bill Lee writes: "I keep in touch with
Whittier by attending home sporting events and
Shannon Center activities, and as an active board

'40

retired "long ago" but has gone back to work parttime as a substitute teacher. -+Ann (Bauman) Frank
celebrated her 60th anniversary with husband Norm by
taking a Caribbean cruise. -+Myrtle (Weber) Holban

When possible, she travels to visit her eldest child's
family in Minnesota. -*Mary (Grissom) Roberts

has two grandchildren; she retired from teaching first
grade in Arcadia, CA.

reports: "I suffered a compression fracture in my back
and am now on a walker. My son retired from the

Class Agent:
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

Leland "Lee" Woodward and Caroline (Reade) '43
celebrated 60 years of marriage this summer. Of their
three sons, two attended Whittier College (Victor '74
and Thomas '77); grandson Brian '09 is currently
attending, making him a third generation Poet.

Class Agent

member for Purple & Gold Board."

-+Aida Babine

"I'm using retirement to read poetry, travel to the
Scott Isle—and I just bought my first cell phone!"

-*Lenice (Greenstreet) Snyder still substitute
teaches at the school where she worked for 20 years.

Marine Corps after 22 years, while my daughter's family
moved to Vista, CA." -)Sandy Gross was inducted
into the New River Valley Bowling Association Hall of
Fame. -*Bob Hoffman retired ten years ago, and now

>> WANTED: MY CLASS AGENT. DON'T SEE YOUR CLASS AGENT'S NAME LISTED?
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boats, fishes, skis, and lives at the beach. He has nine

grandchildren, and keeps busy with house and boat
repairs. -+Bill Mclachlin sold his insurance agency
snd moved to Chico near his daughter and son. He
;till plays tennis five days a week. -+Harrlet

and grateful for all she has: two wonderful daughters
and four amazing grandchildren. -+Betty (Cooper)
Sharp lives in Fallbrook. She and husband Bruce
celebrated their 25th anniversary and became a greatgrandparents. -+Alton (Jim) Boyles says "It's great

Patterson is president of St. Mary Medical Center

to be 85! I get to enjoy retirement, wife Dori Mae,

5uild. She reads, does needlepoint, and travels.
-*Lowell Petterson is "Getting to Love Tennessee"

our children and grandchildren, and the Bible, and
also to head up to Napa for great dining." -+D. Joan

tfter working for Coors Brewery in Colorado for 22
/ears. He married in 1971. 911arold M. Platzek and

(Egeberg) Hancock sums up with: "One spouse, two

us wife celebrated their 63rd wedding anniversary.
In reportedly good health, he serves as a docent in

missile museum and writes articles for his MENSA
iewsletter. -*Sally (Richardson) Cole will be moving

:o a senior facility later this year. She enjoys watching
uer grandchildren play sports. -+Floralie (Rogers)
Panthony and husband Bruce have six grandchildren

nd plan to visit one grandchild in Germany soon.
-+Robert Seelye worked in the insurance business until

1984 and thereafter ran a mission board. Retired from
)oth posts, and from 48 years of Bible instruction, he

siblings, three sons, four wheels, five grandchildren,
six art shows, seven pairs of shoes, eight pounds
overweight, nine hair colors, ten Whittier friends."
-+Bruce England retired from 25 years of teaching
and 20 years as a stock broker. He is now the trustee
of a major estate. .3Nadine (Hambarlan) Emerzian
is learning to be a handywoman: "frustrating, yet
gratifying— teachers never stop learning." 9Lou
Hanson and wife Jackie (Powers)'56 will celebrate
their 50th anniversary this year. Both retired, they
travel and have 10 grandchildren. -+Mary Jo (Hughes)
Norman is a volunteer usher at the Wells Fargo Center

iow has more time for his 12 grandkids and 15 greatrandkids. -+WLlham Shafer moved to Arizona,
emarried, and travels or golfs when possible. +Anne

in Santa Rosa and also assists with events at the

:wilks) Harmon recently celebrated the arrival of her
9rst grandchild and reports that Hurricane Rita did
lot damage their property significantly. -*"Willie"
Nilliams and wife Sal just returned from Tennessee,

in politics. -+Joy Huss enjoys retirement, traveling
(mostly in motor home), volunteering, seeing friends,
reading, and her cat. 4Don and Barbara (Van

vhere they celebrated their 80th birthdays with family.
3oth volunteer with several organizations and are
)hysically active swimming, biking, and golfing. -+Bill

Nitthuhn and wife Margaret play tennis, bridge, walk,

ravel, and try to spend as much time as possible with
:heir children and grandchildren.

Shamrock Senior Mobile Home Community Park, where
she resides. She has two grandchildren and participates

Aradall) Jenkins' house is filled with photos of
great-granddaughter, Kahn (1). Don was inducted into
the Whittier High School Alumni Hall of Fame.
-Donald and Elizabeth (Johnson) Smith are both
retired; Donald just published the suspense novel Do
or Die. 411al Jones plays lots of golf and frequently
visits his three grandchildren. -Sunya (Lerner)

aston Long writes: "1 recently led a group of 10
)eople from the Sacramento area to India, on a church

rogram which fights hunger. We arrived the day after
:he tsunami hit, and we met with farmers, women's

Jroups, bamboo workers, and people suffering from
ilobalization issues. It was an enlightening experience."

Class Agent:

Mrs. Florence (Albarian) Morrison
P.O. Box 130
Jamul, CA 91935-0130

Class Agent Marjorie (Conley) Aikens writes: "Don
and I are traveled to Ireland this summer to attend a
wedding in Naas, just outside of Dublin, to visit distant
relatives in Londonderry, and to see my maternal
grandfather's family home in Buncrana." -+Class Agent
Dwight Hoelscher married and moved to Pilgrim
Place, a retirement community in Claremont. -+Russ
Bonham met and enjoyed a dinner in Chicago with
Whittier's new president, Sharon Herzberger. 4Alice
(Carpenter) Coithays traveled through the Russian
Waterways and to Melbourne, Australia for her granddaughter's wedding. -+Ralph Eno retired as president
of Hamartan Corporation and now does "light work"
on his farm a few miles north of his home. -+Joyce
(Frank) Green writes: "1 can't believe Hank and I
have lived in Corrales for nearly 20 years—almost as
Long as we spent in Whittier and West Los Angeles.
New Mexico has a wonderful creative art and music
scene and lots of friendly people." -+Art and Jewel
(Walker) lhnen spent a month at the San Francisco
Theological Seminary where Art had a chance to finish
his doctorate—"work begun 42 years ago!" -)Pat
(Josten) Moritz moved to a retirement home in

wedding anniversary, her husband's 85th birthday,

where the oranges and tomatoes are in great demand.
He leads the local renovator's group and as the wool

teacher. Having moved to an over 55 activities
community in Beaumont, CA, he is "spending his
fortune on wine and women." -Shirley (O'Connor)

merchant was involved in a recent Modesto weaving
conference. He is also a docent at the Sam Maloof
Museum. -Rlchard Lantz is retired and gardens,

Byrne and husband are both studying in Spanish and
reveled in a Spanish immersion program in Oaxaca.
-+Stacy Richards is trying to start a new United

sails, and paints with artist-wife Dome. -+John
Marshall and wife Jo Ann walk, cook, garden, play
bridge, and travel when time permits. -+ Ray McMullen

Church of Christ in Yuma, AZ. She is active, in good
health, and has a brand new grandson. 4Bl1l
Sandison and wife Valerie (Vogler)'56 live in their

the countries that formerly composed Yugoslavia.
-+Ted Rasmussen and wife Marilyn live in Whittier

same Hacienda Heights home of 40+ years; they also
have an RV home in Cathedral City. Along with their
two children and six grandkids, they celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary at Lake Powell. -+Eric D.P.
and Veloma Scott took a Puerto Vallarta cruise with

:lass Agent Florence (Albarian) Morrison writes:
'My husband and I celebrated our 50th wedding

nniversary this summer and we will visit Armenia in
all. Thanks to all classmates who submitted notes for
'oet to Poet!" 4Ann (Booth) Anderson and husband

many opportunities for celebrating achievements."
-Cherie (Willard) Love welcomed her fourth great-

>f the year in Arizona while Bob tries to unravel the
nystery of golf. -+Edlth (Brandt) Culp is fully retired

Rev. Dwight A. Hoelscher
777 Plymouth Road
Claremont, CA 91711-4249

and the expected arrival of another great-grandchild.
-+ Walter Nelson is a retired eighth grade science

family to celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary.
4Cecilia (Wiant) May lives in Tustin with her
husband, and has three granddaughters who "provide

lob celebrated their 50th anniversary; they live part

Class Agents:

Mrs. Marjorie (Conley) Aikens
368 West El Portal
Palm Springs, CA 92264-2603

Bradbury, where the "oak trees, duck ponds, water
aerobics and wonderful staff have spoiled me." -Bill
l{leesr works for Hartree Grove House and Grounds,

Felburg is having a busy year celebrating: her 60th
Class Agent:
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

'54

grandchild in spring.

spent the month of March in Venice and also visited

and celebrated their 50th anniversary. He is still
working full time at Rasmussen Gas Logs and Grills,
which celebrated its 100th annivesary. The couple
plans vacation time at their beach house and at
Yellowstone. -+Saily (Scott) Feistel and husband have
three grandchildren and one on the way; they've spent
the last 35 years living in the San Francisco Bay Area.
-)Bruce Shepherd is retired, and reports he and
wife Julie have traveled extensively - Europe, China,
Cambodia, Vietnam, Australia, and New Zealand. He
has gone blind from AMD and advises "seeing the
world early in life." -+Jane (Warren) Patton hosted
friends and family at the beach this summer, for
activities including swimming, biking, boogie boarding,
and barbequing. -+Laurie (Warren) Primeau and
husband Chuck stay active by skiing, traveling, attending

>> THE GREAT WALL CALLS...AND SO DOES THE 2007 POET TRAVELS PROGRAM
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TO

lET
'58

baseball games, and playing bridge. They have two
Sons and three grandchildren, and Chuck recently
retired from law.

'57

Class Agent:
Mrs. Sydney A. (Foster) Nichols
2453 Studebaker Road
Long Beach, CA 90815-2429

Shirley (Davis) Bowles travels much of the year.
-*Lynn Blystone is still active as CEO of Tn-Valley
Corporation, and is busy traveling, spending time with
family, and supporting Whittier College and other
organizations. -)Donna (Bruington) Moore visited
the East Coast and Canada with her grandchildren.
-+ Wade Holland traded the title general manager for
vice chair of the Mann County Planning Commision.
He and wife Sandra are traveling the world. -+Marilyu
(Hunter) Blake celebrated the birth of a great grandchild and the marriage of her 93 year old mother! She
took a cruise to Mexico and is a substitute teacher.
-Barbara (Jones) Peck and husband celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary and recently visited Norway
and Scotland. -+Nancy Lurvey reports: "Still enjoying
Florida and lots of travel." -9Ernel Luther and wife
moved to Arkansas and travel, when possible. He is
retired but does some consulting on the side. +Joan
(Mack) Von Karvaly retired from 26 years as an
elementary school teacher. She and her husband started
a business: Precise Panel Engraving, Inc., located in
Garden Grove. -Doris ('58) and Dick Morton visited
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida; they have four
grandchildren. -+Don and Sydney (Foster) Nichols
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary. .+Barbara
(Ondrasik) Groce enjoys traveling, meeting with
fellow Whittier alumni, visiting her daughter, and
being a trustee for both Whittier College and the San
Diego Imperial Girl Scouts. .+Nancy (Perrine) Hart
Loves their family wine business; enjoys travel to
remote areas of the (Western) U.S.; and reading.
She retired from 34 years in teaching. .+Earl Fred
Skinner relocated to Palm Springs and will miss being
involved at the College. -Claudia (Smith) Ferguson
married her high school sweetheart after reconnecting
at their 50th high school reunion. -Don Stanfield
and wife Carol (Hochull)'54 spend time between the
desert and the beach. They travel frequently, volunteer
locally, and enjoy their kids and grandchildren.
-+Arline (Votaw) Davis feels Lucky to live close to
both of her children's families. She and husband
Marlin '86 are active in their church and travel in
their spare time. -+Rosanelle (Walker) Cosner travels
and attends her nine grandchildren's sporting and
school events. -Joyce (Westerhout) Freeland and
husband Dave recently completed their goal of visiting
all 50 states as well as 14 foreign countries.

Class Agent:
E. Neill Richards
29 Lehigh Place
Glen Rock, NJ O7452-1423

Class Agent Neill Richards reports: "My mind says I'm
50 and my body says I'm 80, so we have compromised
on 70. My coin and currency collections take up too
much time but we manage to take in a few concerts
and shows usually at the New Jersey Performing Arts
Center. I also took up golf again and find that I am
much worse than I thought!" -Harvey Charnofsky
and wife Janet continue to be benefactors, collectors
and participants in the art world particularly around
Sebastopol, CA. Last fall they joined Neill Richards
and wife Jessie (Glasgow)'61 for a vacation in Spain.
-3Luene (Holmes) Corwin has a busy life with
family and her continuing commitment to international
understanding through Rotary. During 2005 she hosted
guests from France, Sweden, Spain and Ecuador, and
attended a celebration at the Costa Rica project on
which she had worked. -*Frank Ingram and wife Lois
are retired, and recently celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary. Granddaughter Haven Carey '09 is at
Whittier and has been accepted in the Palmer Society.
-*John Kramar is fully retired following a short
term stint—eight months as assistant superintendent
for business with the La Canada Unified School District.
-+Franclne (Roy) Reilly and her husband live at
Harbor Island, CA, and have been retired for 17 years.
They have eight children. -*Alma (Martins) Roberts
shared a Christmas letter filled with family doings
and reflections on faith and what Christmas means to
them. Alma is still teaching and had an English class
added to her schedule of art classes. She remains as
upbeat as ever, if her letter is any indication. -*Alvin
Tanabe writes: "1 finally retired from CSUB (Bakersfield)
at the end of 2005. Then six days into my retirement
I got hit with a stroke. Guess I never should have
retired.. Beginning to use a cane so I can now walk
around a bit. Guess with something like this you want
it back faster but you have to just accept the fact
that it's going to be slower than you want."

'59

Class Agent:
Mrs. Ann L. (Larson) Peter
540 Mar Vista Drive
Solana Beach, CA 92075-1330

20 years as co-founder and president of Bright Medical
Associates. He expects that he and wife Diane will
spend more time traveling and seeing their kids and
grandkids. -*Donna (Cooper) lsraels taught briefly
in the California Public School System. She and her
husband are now retired and enjoy spending time with
their daughter and three grandchildren. -W.E. "Bob"
McClellan has seven children and 14 grandchildren.
An auto dealer in Lemon Grove, he is a 14-year member
of the El Cajon City Council. -Doris (Moluinby)
Olsen retired as a counselor with the University of
Colorado. She is active in her church, has two book
groups, does fabric art, and spends time with friends
and family. -+W.D. "Bert" Newman remarried in
'02, almost 10 years after the passing of wife Sharon
(Rosson) '58. -3 Donna (Reynolds) Andresen
retired from teaching and recently built a home in
Missouri, where she lives with her eldest daughter's
family. -+iulie Rivera traded teaching English at the
high school level for teaching English at CSU Long
Beach. Active in CFA and CTA, she received a 2006
Whittier College Excellence in Teaching Award. -+Lucy
(Smith) Fields, a retired teacher, spends time with
her grandchildren, travels, quilts, scrapbooks, reads,
and takes cruises. Husband Max enjoys working on
old cars. -+Roger Spear celebrated his 50th wedding
anniversary and has 15 grandchildren and two great
grandchildren. After 40 years with Whittier High
School District, he is retired but sill works part time.
-Ed Thomas trains for half marathons and rock
climbs in addition to his teaching/math research
career. -+Betty (Thompson) Chandler is a retired
teacher and bookkeeper with eight grandchildren.
She volunteers in her youngest grandson's classroom.
-*Robert White, now retired, spends time with his
granddaughters, cycling, and working on his tugboat
and San Diego house. -+Marilyn (Yates) Herr now
has eight grandchildren. She is retired but still active
within her church: mentoring, teaching and counseling.

'60

Class Agent:
Daunn E. Lovejoy
810 West Glenwood Terrace
Fullerton, CA 92832-1022

Class Agent Duann Lovejoy writes: "In February we
had a Bolte Hall reunion with classmates Gwen
(Vaden) Woirhaye, Judy (Osborn) Kraft, Marlene
Neer, and Patsy (Inouye) Endsley. After a delicious

Sharon (Anderson) Haskell loves living in Las
Vegas and spending time with new friends. -+Paul
Appelbaum retired last year after 44 years as a

pot luck luncheon, we had a wonderful afternoon reminiscing of our days at Whittier. Patsy shared pictures
of her first grandson." -Don Barr has retired after a
33 years in academia. -3Norma Beebower retired

pharmacist. He and wife Sheila are remodeling the home

from 39 years teaching. She writes: "1 am now kept

they built in 1970 with "the most modern kitchen
that would make Martha Stewart jealous." -+Paul
Aschenbrenner is happily retired and busier than
ever. -* Virginia (Buck) Zeidman and husband Al

busy with a 15- and 16-year-old who attend La Habra
High School. It's fun to be a parent instead of the
teacher!" -Joan (Betts) Wanamaker moved to

went to France and Mexico. -+Robert Burns is retired
and enjoys golfing immensely. -*Eric Flanders retired
after more than 40 years of practice in Whittier and

Arizona, nearby her daughter. -+Joseph Carotenuti is
writing a series of articles on the history of San Luis
Obispo, and anticipating the publication of his book
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In Pursuit of Fro Serra. -+Dick and Joan (Harter)

and says that "maybe" this will be her last move.

Cavenab live near their family; Dick is semi-retired,

4ioseph Barnes retired and has had two major sur-

has two grandchildren. -*Gretchen (Stiling) Willson
says: "New life begins at 60 ... for the first time I've

and Joan spends much time babysitting the grandchildren. -Muriel (Findorff) Lehto is well and keeping
busy traveling. "1 look forward to the time when I can
be an alumni volunteer." -*Sally (Gafford) Martin

geries - a knee replacement and a shoulder operation.
He is recovering slowly but steadily and otherwise
enjoying retirement. -Doug Bennett retired as

-+Charlotte (Unland) Malloy is a licensed security
representative for a financial office; she lives in

and husband Bruce '57, a consultant, have two

in his third year on Whittier College's Alumni Board.

granddaughters. -*Don Garrett '60 and wife Diana
(Bruce) '62 are both retired. Don periodically substitute
teaches and coaches soccer, while Diana works at the

-*Robert Brainerd retired; he and wife Peggy plan
a move to Rio Vista and travel to New Zealand,

Julian Tea Shop and belongs to two quilting groups.
-+Anita (Glenn) Campbell is retired and travels a
lot. She has two grown, married children. -+Pat Inouye
and husband Al Touabe '58 became grandparents
this year. -+Manlyn Jimerson retired from new home
sales last year. She spent three weeks in Argentina
with her son's family, and is now giving voice lessons
and spending time with her grandchildren. -*Pat

(Jones) Robbins says she is "enjoying retirement in
God's beautiful country." -+Marty Kiure is substitute

teaching, dining with friends, and doing crosswords.
"Happy to report wife Vera's health is better." -*Wanda
(Kuenzli) Mitchell is retired, volunteers on several boards,

and is actively helping to plan her Peace Corps reunion for
this coming fall. -Janet (Latson) Hersey and her
husband retired from the real estate business after 36

years. The couple lives in Tehachapi and loves the "small
community and change of seasons." -*Margaret Lynn
(Marsters) Herman resides in the mountains where she

athletic director at Punahou School in Hawaii, and is

Australia, and Canada, to name a few. -Susan
(Clough) Wyatt is in the middle of a downsizing project
with her husband: They will spend half of their time in

begun wearing contact lenses and am taking ballet."

Arcadia with her husband, three dogs, and two cats
and has three grandchildren. -+John Vermeer is
nearing retirement from teaching high school English.
He had a pacemaker installed in his heart this year,
but says he is still "going strong." -Gordon Wilkins
is retired and splits his time between his London and
New York residences. -+Scott and Lynn (Gatenby)

New Mexico and half in Oregon, nearer to six of their
eight children. Susan is writing her memoir about

Whitten completed construction on their new home.

working in the Foreign Service in Yemen between
'70272. -+Earle Crummy retired after 38 years as

accounting part time for Scott's General Contractor
office. Both like to travel and ski, but Scott's passion

a secondary school administrator and teacher. He is

has turned to bicycling.

doing some real estate development, traveling, woodworking, gardening/landscaping, and reading. He is
Looking forward to his wife's retirement. 4Richard
"Dick" Craft and wife Sharon (Giddings) '65 have
three children and two grandchildren. Dick is an asso-

Retired with three grandchildren, Lynn handles

'66

Class Agent:
Dr. Irving D. Hoffman
5639 Westmont Road
Whittier, CA 90601-2648

'N

ciate for Stewardship Education for the Presbyterian
Church (USA) and enjoys puttering on his 1930 Model
A Ford and 1949 Flatfender Jeep. Sharon is a RN with

Gerald Benton retired from the office of superintend-

plans to be certified as a legal nurse consultant later
this year. -*Peter Harris became CEO of a boating
supplies company after four years as CEO of the San

ent in the Tulane High School District and plans to
spending more time motorcycling and traveling.

Francisco 49ers. He lives in Atherton, CA, with his

-+Paul Brunner retired from the Veteran Affairs
Medical Center, and now manages his son's oral surgery

lived "40 years ago" with husband Jim and birthed her
two sons. She works part-time for a volunteer hospice

wife Jan, and boys Michael (15), David (13), and
Richard (11). 4Lee (Harris) Hippie retired from

office. He has eight grandchildren. -+Sally (Burns)
Gerard and husband Ken '64 Live in Poway. Ken

and as a HICAP counselor, focusing on Medicare.
-+ Maggie (Noxheim) Dickson is "perfecting the art of
wandering." -+Fran (Preece) White spent a month in

teaching in the social work program at Texas Woman's
University. She and her husband travel, resell antiques,

Tasmania. She planned a summer return to Truckee and

is "looking forward to the big 5-0 in 2006." -*Donna
(Rich) Ferguson lives in Chino with fellow retiree and
husband Bill '58. The couple has nine grandchildren.

-3Brenda (Bateson) Ryan lives in Southern Arizona
with husband Karl; the two recently visited their
younger grandsons in Los Gatos, CA. -Lane Stuart
is a retired lawyer.

'64

Class Agent:
Dr. John H. Crow
P. 0. Box 607
Hackettstown, NJ 07840

Ilarve9 Hunt and wife Sandy (Hemphill) '65 live
in San Francisco. Harvey works for a non-profit, and
Sandy has a private practice as a MET and is a docent
for the SF Museum of Modern Art.

'65

Class Agent:
Ms. Ronna L. (Ellingson) Clymens
1040C Baywood Drive
Sparks, NV 89434

:lass Agent Ronne (Ellingson) Clymens plans another
hove to Reno to be closer to her son and grandchildren

practices law and Sally is active in her community and
church as a Bible study volunteer. -*Diana (Buskirk)
Jacobs lives on a ranch east of Lake Tahoe, reveling

garden and help care for their first grandchild.
-+Phyllis (Jenkins) Brown retired and relocated this
year with husband Quinton to Lincoln, CA. Phyllis

in the change of pace after a career in the corporate
world. She has four children and three grandchildren.

formerly worked as a contracts manager in aerospace;
Quinton retired from the USMC. -+Michael Kelly
retired after 35 years as chief inspector with Customs
and Border Protection. He is still doing some consulting

-+Doris (Chambers) Pearson and husband Fred '47
celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary with. Both
retired, the couple is in good health, and enjoy travel
and their four children. -Carolyn (Crowell) Warner

with trade issues and customs in the Far East. Wife
Dolores (Rankin) '71. still works for customs, and

is a spokesperson for WomenHeart, the National
Coalition for Women with Heart Disease, and has

son Michael is a struggling artist. .4Kathryn (Lodal)
Ripperger relocated to take the post of executive

served as a keynote speaker for Mended Hearts, a

director of Business Network International, San Diego.
+Janet (Long) Reyes retired from teaching after 39
years and purchased a motor home in anticipation of
travel with her husband. -Barbara Lyon has two
one-year-old grandsons. -*Susan (Saville) Remsberg
has been teaching for 36 years, 26 of which she has
spent at St. Margaret's Episcopal School. She has piano
students and plays the organ as well. Son Tim gave
her twin grandchildren; daughter Anna is completing
college. -Barbara Spencer writes: "Still in San
Francisco, but starting to think about retirement.
I recently traveled to Burma, Laos, Cambodia, and
Vietnam with some law school classmates." -James
Stevenson retired as a psychologist for the State of
California. He has a company which publishes history
books; volunteers with Habitat for Humanity; and is
the Solano County Historic Records Commisioner. He

support group for women with heart disease. -*Ken
DiNoto retired from the Torrance Unified School District
after 37 years. His last assignment was working as the
principal of Casimir Middle School. -+Jeffrey Ferrey
is semi-retired and living in the Palm Springs area,
still involved in a CPA practice and real estate. He
remarried and is a church volunteer. -+Carole (Gerard)
Shay received her MA in counseling psychology from
Alaska Pacific University and was hired as a community
program clinical therapist for Alaska Children's Services.
.4Dave Hume writes: "I'm doing the same things as
before, I just don't remember as well as I used to."
-3Lydia Kuhn is a part-time grant writer, active in
several community organizations. -Diana (Lai)
Thayer has 22 grandchildren and is a consultant
for Heritage Makers personalized online publishing.
-Bernadette McNulty successfully spearheaded a
Lawsuit against her town for inadequate compensation
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own foundation: Smart Kids, which focuses on assisting
high school students with the application process.
-+Scot Sander is senior associate university counsel

'94

for the University of New Mexico and lead counsel for

the UNM Health Sciences Center. He serves on an

advisory board for a high school and is the VP for NM
Hunter Jumper Association. He and wife Carol '80
just celebrated their 27th anniversary. -+Gordon

Weisenburger is activities director and freshman
football coach at Downey High School. He stepped

down as varsity wrestling coach after 20 years and a

CIF championship. Married for 27 years, he has three
children and two grandkids.

Class Agent:
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

N

Theresa Cooley resides in Maryland with her husband

and three boys. She is a flight attendant for United
Airlines and coaches volleyball. -+Patrick Flores is a
logistics manager for Tharco Container, having retired

From the U.S. Army and U.S. Department of Justice.
-*Cindy Greenup Hedges has three active children

and works part-time at Bixby Elementary School's
Library. -+Julie Traxier Hogan has thee children and
teaches first grade in Chino. -+Devorah Lopez runs

a business in Arizona, teaches in Pico Rivera, and is
raising three children: one in high school, one in middle
;chool, and one in elementary school. -+Eric Olson

.ives in Mammoth Lakes. His son is finishing high
;chool, and daughter Alicia '09 just completed

ier freshman year at Whittier College. .4Marie
[Pizzorno) Simpson is a tenured professor at

3ucknell University. "1 love teaching and performing
esearch with my undergraduate students and I appre-

:iate the great mentors I had while I was a student
it Whittier." -+Dean Salisbury is organizing an

nternational conference in Boston this fall and has
:raveled extensively for work conferences to Vienna,
1unich, Budapest, Cambridge and Toronto for McLean
ospital, a psychiatric facility affiliated with Harvard
iedical School. Dean opened a karate school this year

or 30 students and enjoyed attending his 20th Whittier
ollege class reunion. -Benito Santillan is a doctor of
:hiropractic medicine in Mission Hills and Los Angeles.

'88

Class Agents:
Mr. Kevin M. Burke
5311 Wiseburn Avenue
P.O. Box 1166
Lakeport, CA 95453

Class Agent:

in West Covina. -*Thomas Savage is a helicopter
pilot currently stationed in Okinawa, Japan.

Ms. Robin Lynn Hickin
1101 W. Stevens Avenue #208
Santa Ana, CA 92707

'97

Petra (Baugher) Ayres lives in Ventura with husband
and daughter. Together, the couple operates home
business Ayres Consulting Solutions, Inc. iClaudia
(Bustillos) Cook, mother of three, is supervising
children's social worker for LA County Department of
Children and Family Services and has been an active
volunteer for Hurricane Relief (Rita). -+Guy Cerasoll
is an associate, practicing commercial litigation in
Denver, CO. Wife Nick! (Herbert)'97 is also expected
to start as an associate after taking the bar exam this
year. -+Greg Chavez teaches at DePaul University but
enters law school in fall. Wife Lori will also begin

Vith the arrival of her baby, she has cut back her hours.

expects to permanently move to Canada sometime in
2007. -+Bonnie (Bautista) Magallanes lives in West
Covina with husband Ben, a paramedic, and their
three kids. -Donald Beverly reports: "Finally made
my first million! Real estate investments!" -+Jill
(Caviezel) Hoots is a philanthropic coordinator and
works from home selling a skincare line. -Anne
(Dabney) Peterson is finishing her surgical residency
and will move with her husband to start in surgical
practice. -*Monique (Dorado) DeVoe is a part-time

marathon together this October. -+Tricla Egebakkon
is the visual manager for Banana Republic and relocated to San Francisco. -+Meghan (Flchtel) Almeida

faculty member at Long Beach City College and
continues her work at L.A. County Adult Protective

celebrated 11 years of marriage and is a consultant for
The Pampered Chef. -+Mlchelle (Fischler) Pak and
husband Josh '93 have a son; Josh recently received
tenure at Idaho State University and Michelle works
as an associate planner for the City of Pocatello.
-+Tanya (Holtzclaw) Adair lives in Portland with
husband Andrew. She is the director of HR for
Knowledge Learning Corporation, and he is a special
education teacher. They have two little girls: Ava (2)
and Addyson (5). -Monica (Insuasti) Santana has
two daughters and is a social worker for L.A. Unified
School District. -+Kirsten (Larsen) Scott has two
children and operates baby blanket business Blyth
Designs in her spare time. -3Sean Lilly is an investigative analyst for Homeland Security. -Michelle
(Lineman) Ang just completed her ninth year of
teaching. She and husband Dennis '88 have two
children. -Bob Morikuni teaches PE and weight

to her two young children, after earning her teaching
credentials and MA in education. -Sean Goodeall
reports that his eldest child will be "heading off to
college on a softball scholarship." -+Heldl (Heffner)
Chavez and husband Ken live in New Mexico, where
she is center director for Sylvan Learning Center.
-Sharon (Hoekstra) Lowery is a writer for Governor
Pete Wilson, Chief of Staff for Congressman and
assembly woman. She has been married three years
children, and plays softball and sings. 4Gooff lanin
is a generation dispatcher for Edison Mission Marketing

and girls basketball, and is assistant athletic director.
-)Jennifer (Prottas) Lowe is a marriage and family
therapist, has one daughter and another on the way.
4Iulle (Terral) Seewald lives in the San Diego area,
works as a job share teacher, spends time with her
three sons, and is pursuing a master's in education at
CSU San Marcos. -)Cedrlk Wallace earned his MA and
an education specialist credential; he has been with
Garfield HS for 12 years, five of which he has served as
dean. -Justin Wallin is married with two dogs. He

Class Agent:
Miss Seraphine A. Gott
2227 Dufour Street
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-1414

of Whittier. -*Molly (Fipps) Wildman is an office
manager in Eugene, Oregon, and is married with two
sons. -+Michael Garcia, Jr. is a special education

to the chief of staff of the state senator. She has two

training at McKinley HS in Honolulu, coaches boys

'96

Services. Her husband was recently appointed to
the Parks and Recreation Commission for the City

teacher and earning his MA and credential for disabilities.
-3Pauline (Gibson) Tobin is a stay-at home mother

Ms. Kelli A. Hokanson

tense (Klund) Dream started her own company, Get
t Together, after 15 years of teaching middle school.
;he is a professional organizer and wardrobe consultant.

Jason Ainsworth began a new job at Campaigners and

graduate school. The couple will run their fourth

owns Columbia Yachts, a sailboat building company.

5580 La Jolla Blvd., #339
La Jolla, CA 92037

Class Agent:
Mrs. Anna (Warren) Boersig
3430 Lava Rock Court
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

N

Alex Houston married and bought a home in
Sunland. He is police administrative services manager

and Trading. He is still very active in lacrosse and
recently participated in an international tournament.
.9Russell Ham is teaching 7th grade boys P.E.; he is
married and has a daughter. -+Derek Jones is the
guitarist for band "Conjob." -+Sylvi (Korhonen)
Gonzalez lives in Tucson with husband and children:
Josiah Robert (1) and Laura Marie (5). -+James K.
Krueger teaches philosophy at University of Redlands
alongside Laura Ramirez '97, who teaches Spanish.
-Courtney (Lenhard) Mindemann is in a management position at EE Robbins in Bellevue, Washington.
-IMarissa (Leong) Ruminson and husband Kevin
'97 are enjoying their new roles as parents; Kevin
works at UCI and Marissa is working from home.
-Robyn Matcher moved to Kansas. -+Brent Moore
teaches P.E. and coaches swimming in Fort Collins and
has completed his MA in education administration.
-*Peter Pietryka works for Molson-Coors Brewing
Company as an on-premise executive for the greater
Boston area. 4Jessica (Poulsen) Fitzpatrick and
husband Shawn '98 live in Whittier. He is a teacher

>> INTO MUSHU? CONSIDER THE 2007 POET TRAVELS PROGRAM TO CHINA.
FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT THE ALUMNI OFFICE, 562.907.4222.
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and she pursuing a teaching credential through Whittier
College. -Damon Scorno is married and has a
daughter. -Douglas Sutherland is finishing his urology
residency at Georgetown University and will move
with his wife and daughter upon completion. -+Jason
Trampler is the managing attorney of the Orange
County branch of the Law Offices of Myles L. Berman.
He is married with four children. -+Veroauca Valdez
recently relocated to Whittier, where she continues

Whittier College. -*011ie Lynch teaches at La Mirada
High School. -*Denise Torres is a job developer with
Pacific Clinics and recently welcomed a grandson into
the family. -*Rebecca Wolf is assistant news editor

-)Nathan King works for the Washington State Patrol
and will soon be commissioned. -*Emily McEwen

of the Red Bluff Daily News. She covers courts, crime,
and also serves as the Sunday editor. One of her series
was recognized by the California Newspaper Association.

pursue an M.A. and possibly Ph.D. in public history
starting this fall. -Sean McMurrey is a Peace

'03

her work as a school psychologist specializing in pre-

Class Agent:
Mr. James Bailey
5579 Timberfalls Road
Albuquerque, NM 87114

school assessments. She summers with her children
and husband in Hawaii.

'98

Class Agent:
Mr. Kris D. Seryani
P0 Box 4704
Houston, TX 77210-4704

Natalie (Bramon) Soto pursues acting and teaches at
her daughter's Beverly Hills kindergarten. -3Mlchal
(Merraro) Loving received her MA in philosophy and
is beginning her first year of rabbinic school. She will
live in Jerusalem for a year, then complete her studies
in Cincinnati.

'01

Class Agent:
Ms. Natalie Neavez
421 West Keene Drive
La Habra, CA 90631

Lisa Decker received her teaching credential and is
working on a master's in education at National
University. '-Amy (Reid) Jackson has been out of
the Army for a year and is working as a realtor for a

Richard "Sonny" Cheatham is presently out of the
country with the Army in Afghanistan. His projected
return is March 2007. -), Carolina Covarrubias

Class Agent:
'02 Mrs.
Sarah C. H. Gerfen
1760 Larksberry Lane
Simi Valley, CA 93065

Deirdre Brownell is a certified athletic trainer and is
in an occupational therapy graduate program. .+Paulina
(Ascensio) Padilla is pursuing an M.A. in social work
at CSU Long Beach. She and husband Tony '99 have
two children: Sebastian (3) and Sofia (1). -+Jennifer
Estabrook is a staff accountant at RPM Transportation.
She lives in La Habra and just got a puppy.

pediatric intensive care and hoped to be published in
a medical journal. -+Rebecca Haws earned an M.A.
from the social science division at the University of
Chicago. -+Becky Ninnis is currently pursuing an
M.A. in reading and language arts at San Diego State
University. -*Andrea Nuñez is married and received
her M.A. in education from Whittier College. -Cora
Paige is pursuing her true passion: singing and
musical theatre. -Julie (Richmond) WatkinsHanson moved to Alaska with husband Jason. "We
are very excited, despite the cold temperatures."
-*Rembrant Stokhof de Jong took his TESOL certification and taught English in Taiwan for a year. He
hopes to continue his studies at UNM.

'04

Class Agent:
Miss Tami Hallman
6692 McDuffie Road
Pinson, AL 35126

Erik Stegman finished his second year at UCLA,
where he will be completing a joint 3D/MA program
with American Indian Studies. He also keeps very busy
working as a legal intern, a law clerk, and research. In
his down time he likes to spend time at home in West
Hollywood with his partner of five years.

'05

Class Agent:
Ms. Margo Chilless
2025 Addison Street
Berkeley, CA 94704

business advisor to a women's coffee cooperative.
-Allison Roth works for the National Park Service,
monitoring rare plants on the endangered species
List. This fall, she will return to Southern California
for graduate school.

'06

Class Agent:
Ms Jan Williams
13535 Dunton Drive
Whittier, CA 90605

Class Agent Margo Chilless has a new position with
Berkeley Repertory Theater: campaign assistant, a full
time staff position for the company's upcoming 40th
anniversary. -)Denise Aguilar is a social worker.
-+Serra (Carter) King is director of education at
Sylvan, but plans on pursuing a teaching position in
the future. -*Candis Charlson is a volunteer for the

works for the City of Los Angeles in environmental
monitoring. Brother Sam '06 just graduated from

Peace Corps. -*Freddie Horstmann lives in Santa
Monica and works in marketing for American Apparel.

N

Rebecca Bell joined many Whittier College alumni
as a new staff person for the Whittier Area Chamber
of Commerce.

IN MEMORIAM: POETS
'28 Louise

(Albright) Jacobson, date unknown.

4'37 Eugene

Barmore, July 1, 2006. 4'39
Frances (Gunn) Gardner in July of 2006. 4'40
Charles E. Cooper, Jr., April 25, 2006. -'41
Raymond Mann, date unknown. -*'43 Alfred James
Shugg, May 28, 2006. 4'43 Barbara (Holloway)
Smith, May 11, 2006. -*'47 Willa (KIug) Baum, May
18, 2006. -*'48 Lois Riley Shaffer, March 10, 2006.

-'50 Suzanne (Boudinot) Hoelzl, May 20, 2006.
Brain, May 2, 2006. -*'57 Margo A.

-*'53 Robert

Davis, date unknown. -)'57 Robert Belles, August

23, 2003. -)'57 Jack Sharkey, date unknown. -+'57
George Takeyama, April 17, 2006. 4'60 Nancy
(Perrine) Hull, December 6, 2005. 4'66 Sue
(Carpenter) Dublin, May 30, 2006. .4'66 Grover
Howard, date unknown. -*'66 John Powers, date
unknown. .+'70 Laureen (Heinemann) Johnson,
December 7, 2003. '70 Dianne Ross, July 27,
2005. -'71 Michael Piper, May 25, 2005. 4'73
Irene (Salazar) Cornman, February 26, 2006. -3"76
Dana Tunison in March of 2006. 4'83 Mary Louise
Diebold, December 2, 2005. -+'94 Gary Chong,
February 11, 2006.

CORRECTIONS
From The Rock, Spring 2006.

-Katherine Rose Guevara was promoted to publicity
coordinator at Reyes Entertainment, where she handles
accounts for ABC Entertainment, CBS Network, and
other groups, as well as press coverage for clients.
..+Stacee Karnya lives in Huntington Beach and

>> FIGHTING

Corps volunteer in Marcala, Honduras, serving as a

completed her first year at UCLA medical school. Over
summer she planned to do research in the field of

mortgage company. She now lives with her husband in
their new Rialto home, and the couple are planning to
purchase their fourth investment property.

was the recipient of the Chancellor's Distinguished
Fellowship at UC Riverside. The award enables her to

In Society Pages, David Palmer was incorrectly
Listed as the Thatians' faculty advisor (p. 12).
In truth, Palmer serves as advisor to the
Ionian Society.
In Poet to Poet, the note listed for Class Agent
Anna Boersig '97 was incorrectly attributed
(p. 56); the news was actually submitted by
classmate Monique (Dorado) DeVoe.

IRISH ARE NO FUN...BUT VISITING THE IRISH IS. TAKE A
TRIP TO IRELAND NEXT YEAR ON THE 2007 POET TRAVELS PROGRAM.
CONTACT ALUMNI@WHITTIER.EDU

WHITTIER COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
CHAIRMAN
Richard I. Gilchrist '68, J.D.
VICE CHAIRMAN
Willard V. Harris, Jr. '55, L.H.D. '02
SECRETARY
Ernie Z. Park, J.D.
TREASURER
Donald E. Wood, L.H.D. '98

Steven C. Ai '76
Dolores L. Ball '33, L.H.D. '96
Richard A. Bayer
Roy J. Clason '84
Christopher T. Cross '62
John H. Crow '64, Ph.D.
Vincent J. Daigneault '85
Kristine E. Dillon '73, Ph.D.
Peter E, Feinberg '82
Alfred J. Gobar '53, M.A. '55,
Ph.D., L.H.D '05
Kenneth S. Greenbaum '53
Barbara Ondrasik Groce '57
Wayne Harvey '60
Charles E. Hawley, Jr. '51
Donald J. Herrema '74
Caroline P. Ireland '43
David C. Lizarraga
Alice D. Lowe '37
Alan H. Lund '71
David D. Mandarich
Sharon E. McLaughlin
James E. Mitchell, J.D.'62
Linda K, Mitrovich '69
Ruth B. Shannon, L,H.D. '92
3eoffrey C. Shepard '66
Willard W. Shepherd, Sr.
Judith A. Swayne '63
romio Taki
Viaxine M. Trotter '47
oberta 0, Veloz '57
4fred. J. Villalobos '65
steven Weston '83

ALL ABOARD. Assembled for their annual May meeting, the auspicious Whittier College Board of Trustees takes time out of a busy
schedule to grant a photographer's request. (Thank you!)

ALUMNI TRUSTEE
Donald Remley '69, Ph.D.
PRESIDENT OF THE
ALUMNI BOARD
Jose Casillas '87
TRUSTEES EMERITI
C. Milo Connick, Ph.D.
Richard H. Deihl '49
Rayburn S. Dezember '53
R. Chandler Myers, J.D., LL.D.'88
Hubert C. Perry '35
Anthony R. Pierno '54
Carl Randolph '43, Ph.D., L.L.D. '82
Homer F. Rosenberger '34, M.D.
Elden L. Smith '62
PRESIDENT EMERITUS
Eugene S. Mills, Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D.

OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE
Sharon D. Herzberger
President
Jan Legoza
Vice President for Finance
and Administration
Neil H. Cogan, LL.B.
Vice President for Legal Education and
Dean of Whittier Law School
Susan D. Gotsch
Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Dean of Faculty
Bedford McIntosh
Vice President for Advancement
Lisa Meyer
Vice President for Enrollment
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SENIOR

MOM E N T S

Aayra Serrano Knows
What You're Made Of
CLASS YEAR: 2006
HOMETOWN: Whittier,

THE ANNUAL CAMPUS EVENT I'LL MISS THE MOST: SportsFest

CA

FAVORITE TIME OF YEAR ON CAMPUS AND WHY: Late

fall, due to the

falling leaves and cool weather.
STATS: Hispanic

Student Association; Students for Community Medicine;
Dean's List; Alianza de Los Amigos Academic Achievement Award;
Student Life Community Service Award.
PLANS POST-GRADUATION: Medical

school

FAVORITE PLACE ON CAMPUS TO STUDY: Center

MOST UNIQUE CLASS TAKEN: Latin

basketball

American Performance

CLASSES I WISH I HAD TAKEN: Molecular

Genetics (Bio 381)

ADVICE TO INCOMING FRESHMEN: Do

for Academic Success

MOST UNIQUE THING I EVER DID WHILE AT COLLEGE: Performed

at The

Club in "Las Mujeres de Juarez del Mundo"
ACCOMPLISHMENT I'M MOST PROUD OF OVER MY COLLEGE CAREER: My

grade point average.
MOST SURPRISING THING I'VE LEARNED AT WHIrFIER: That

Gallaher 0

FAVORITE POET TEAM TO WATCH: Men's

small private
schools like Whittier offer many more opportunities than big schools.
I learned that I'm a small-school kind of girl.

everything! Study abroad, join
clubs, do research with faculty, volunteer. Don't be afraid to do it all!
ADVICE TO FELLOW GRADUATES: Donate your time volunteering in your
community. It's the greatest feeling on earth to help others and give
back to your community.
WHAT WHI1'TIER COLLEGE MEANS TO ME: Whittier College opened up
a world of opportunities for me, including the opportunity to forge
wonderful relationships with faculty, staff, and students. For that I
will always be grateful.

IN RECOGNITION OF WHITTIER'S most famous figure

If

anyth;"eq
o do before ! me.
it is go to

China."
- U.S. PRESIDENT RICHARD M. NIXON, OCTOBER 5, 1970

and the 35th anniversary of his historic trip to
China, Whittier College is planning a yearlong series
of related events, including Chinese performance
art, panel discussions, personal perspectives of
Nixon's visit, film screenings, lectures, and other
avenues of both academic and artistic exploration of
this important time in history.
For a complete schedule of events or more information
on the "Nixon in China Series at Whittier College,"
please visit www.whittier.edu/nixon/index.html. For
ticket information, contact the Ruth B. Shannon Center
for the Performing Arts Box Office at (562) 907-4203
or visit online at www.shannoncenter.org.

earing smiles that would make a dentist proud, an array of designer sunglasses, and a rope of fragrant, colorful leis, the 248 members of Whittier's
lass of 2006 walked a stage, heard a few words of wisdom, and said a definitive goodbye to their lives as undergraduates. Go, Poets!
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